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FOREWORD
During the past three years, the Cleveland Public Schools in cooperation with theOhio Department of Education have conducted a demonstration project in juniorhigh school mathematics. This demonstration project has been supported by fundsthat were appropriated through legislative action.

This junior high school mathematics program was designed to augment the hori-zontal enrichment of the mathematics courses with vertical acceleration of coursecontent. The teachers' guides were developed for the seventh, eighth, and ninth grademathematics courses by the teachers and supervisors participating in the project.
This teachers' guide is an outgrowth of that demonstration project and is pre-sented to the educators of Ohio as part of our continued efforts to provide for theschool children of Ohio. It is my hope that the schools of Ohio will be able to modifyor adopt this guide to meet their needs in the area of mathematics.

E. E. HOLT
Superintendent of Public Instruction



INTRODUCTION

Background
In September, 1960, the Cleveland Public Schools in

cooperation with the Ohio Department of Education, Di-
vision of Special Education began a demonstration project
in junior high school mathematics for academically tal-
ented students. This mathematics demonstration project
was designed to go beyond homogeneous grouping and
classroom enrichment. An accelerated program was begun

in the seventh grade by combining the seventh and eighth
grade programs into one year. Algebra I and II was in-
troduced to these academically talented students in the
eighth grade, and a combined plane and solid geometry
course was introduced in the ninth grade. By accelerating
the academically talented students in the junior high
school, the opportunity to take an additional three semes-
ters of college preparatory mathematics would be avail-
able to these students in the high school.

After three years, the Cleveland Public Schools have
had an opportunity to evaluate the program both objec-
tively and subjectively. The objective evaluation has been
done through the use of various standardized tests given
to the accelerates, the best regular classes at each grade
level, and the regular classes at each grade level.

In almost all cases the accelerates scored as well as
or better than the groups with which they were compared
on the standardized tests. It should be remembered that
the accelerated students are at least six months to one
and one-half years younger chronologically than the com-
parison groups in the regular curriculum.

A subjective evaluation was made by questioning ad-
ministrators, counselors, teachers, and pupils. The general

concensus of opinion of these people was that the program

has been highly successful and should remain a part of
the junior high school curriculum, however it should be
sufficiently flexible to meet the changing needs of the
school and the pupils involved.

Suggestions for Using the Guide
This teachers' guide contains materials for a unified

and accelerated plane and solid geometry course. These
materials are presented in such a way that they can be
easily adapted and modified to meet the needs of most
plane and/or solid geometry classes. The suggestions and
supplementary references found in each unit should be a
valuable aid to the geometry teacher in a regular or ac-
celerated class.

IV

This guide has been written with the unifying concept
of mathematical structure in mind. Therefore, the subject
matter cannot be taught in the usual segmented fashion.
Because this guide does not follow any one textbook, the
geometry teacher should become familiar with the entire
guide before attempting to use it. It is also recommended
that the teacher review the materials in the accelerated
seventh grade Mathematics and eighth grade Algebra
courses so that the geometry course content can be inte-
grated into the total program.

It is our hope that this guide can be adapted or modi-
fied to meet the needs of both the experienced and in-
experienced teacher and thereby lead to the improvement
of the secondary school mathematics program.

ARTHUR R. GIBSON
Education Specialist
Programs for the Gifted
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SEMESTER I

Unit I Basic Concepts 13 sessions

Unit II Methods of Reasoning 16 sessions

Unit III Triangles 16 sessions

Unit TV Perpendicular Lines and Planes 10 sessions

Parallel Lines and Planes

Unit V Polygons and Polyhedrons 20 sessions

Unit VI Inequalities 10 sessions

Unit VII Ratio and Proportion 5 sessions

SEMESTER II

Unit VIII Similar Polygons 14 sessions

Unit IX Circles and Spheres 22 sessions

Unit X Geometric Constructions 5 sessions

Unit XI Locus 9 sessions

Unit XII Coordinate Geometry 10 sessions

Unit XIII Areas of Polygons and Circles 9 sessions

Unit XIV Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes 10 sessions

Unit XV Spherical Geometry 9 sessions

Two sessions of the second semester are
allotted to the administration of the
standardized tests.

- 3



UNIT I

BASIC CONCEPTS

13 Sessions



Unit I - Basic Concepts (13 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

SET THEORY

To reinforce the con-
cept of vet notation

6

set A set is a collection of objects.

A = la, b, c}

The symbol 11 is read, "the set of°,

universal set A universal set is an appropriate set con-
taining all the elements under consideration.

element lmember) Each object in the set is called an element
of the set,

The symbol is read "is an element of".

Read b e A as "b is an element of set A",

subset Given two sets X and Y, where every element of X isammom

also an element of Y, X is a subset of Y.

X = (1, m, ri Y = ij, k, 1, ml

The symbol C is read "is a subset of ".

Read X C Y as "X is a subset of Y".

disjoint sets Disjoint se4 arc sets which have no elements
in common.

X = 11, m, rl
Y = n, 0, p, qi

X and Y are disjoint sets,

null set (empty set) The set with no elements in it is called
the null set kempty set).

The null set is usually designated by
the symbol 0, I1, or.A.

The symbol 0 is preferred.

eeg. The set of girls playing baseball
for the Cleveland Indians m 0..



REFERENCES

Unit I - Basic Concepts

SUGGESTIONS

A brief review of set theory should be sufficient. The past
experience of the class should determine the extent of the
review necessary.



Unit I - Basic Concepts

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

a

infinite set An infinite set is a set whose members cannot
be counted.

e.g. The set of positive odd integers.

A = [1, 3, 5, 7, . .1

finite set A finite set is a set whose members can be
counted even though the count may be very great.

e.g. The set of even integers between 10 and 16
B {12, 14j

e.g. The set of grains of sand on Miami Beach

intersection Given sets A and B where A = 13, 6, 9, 121
B = 8, 10, 12]

B = [121

The intersection is the set consisting of all
the elements common to both sets.

All B is read "the intersection of A and B".

union Given sets A and B where A = 3, 6, 9, 121
B = 8, 10, 121
B = 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12i

The union of A and B is the set consisting of all the
elements of A and all the elements of B.

B is read "the union of A and B"0



REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Unit I - Basic Concepts

1, 3, 5, 7, . . . should be read "1, 3, 5, 7, and so on".
Do not use the word "indefinitely" when referring to the
infinite.

Webster defines indefinite as "undetermined, unmeasured or
unmeasurable, though not infinite".
He defines infinite as "without limits of any kind, boundless,
greater than any assignable quantity of the same kind".



Unit I - Basic Concepts

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

UNDEFINED TERMS

To clarify the
undefined terms
point, line, plane,
space

10

point A point has no dimensions, only an exact position in
space.

A point is usually represented by a dot (the smaller,
the better) and is referred to by a capital letter.

gns A line is an infinite set of points.
A line has neither width nor depth, only length.
A line is infinite in length, having no end points.
Unless otherwise stated, a line should be interpreted
as being a straight line.
A line is usually referred to by a single lower case
letter placed near the line or by the letters of two
points in the line.

A

plane A plane is an infinite set of points.
A plane has length and width but no depth.
A plane has the property of being a surface such that
a line connecting any two points in its surface lies
completely in the surface. This makes the plane
infinite because of the line being infinite.
The plane is referred to by a single letter--capital
or lower case.
A line is a subset of a plane.

plane

space Space is the set of all possible points.
Space has length, width, and depth.
A plane is a subset of space.



REFERDICES SUGGESTIONS

T16.4+ T Baft4.wAa.. VI

A (31 - 32)

C (6)

D (15)

E (4)

F (22)

What makes a good definition?
A definition which identifies the word as a member of a set
of certain words and distinguishes it from other members of
the set.
A definition is reversible.

Example: A pencil is a writing instrument (member of set)
using a piece of cylindrical graphite usually
encased in wood (distinguishes it from other
writing instruments).

This definition may be reversed as:
A writing instrument using a piece of cylindrical
graphite usually encased in wood, is a pencil,

Definitions involving such words as point, line, plane, and
space may not be satisfactorily reversed.

Ask the class why a cylindrical surface cannot be considered
as a plane.

A cylindrical surface does not meet the requirements of a
plane since a line connecting mix two points does riot
necessarily lie wholly in the surface.

Note that in the figure at the right,
the line connecting points A and B
lies entirely in the surface.
However, the line connecting points
A and C does not lie in the surface
of the cylinder.

A good assignment following a discussion of undefined terms,
particularly with reference to the infinite, is to have pupils
write a paper on "What I Think Infinity Is". The report need
not be restricted to mathematical implications.

Emphasize that points, lines, and planes are abstract images
and drawings are merely representations of these abstractions.

11



Unit I - Basic Concepts

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES/11.
DEFINED TERMS

To develop a vocabulary
of basic concepts

12

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

distinct points Consider any point A and any point B different
from A. A and B are distinct points.

betweenness of points Consider A, B, and C as three distinct
points in the same line. B is between
A and C if AB + BC AC.

line segment Line segment AB, designated as AB, is a subset
of a line.
A line segment consists of two distinct points,
A and B, and all the points between them.
A and B are called the end points.

length of a line segment The length of a line segment is the
distance between the end points.
Note: The word distance is undefined.
Do not use bars or arrows when
showing the length of a line segment.

e.g. AB = 5i inches

Two line segments are equal if they
have the same length (measure).

bisect To bisect means to divide into two equal parts,

midpoint of a line segment B is the midpoint of line segment
AC if B lies between A and C such
that AB = BC.
A midpoint is said to bisect a line
segment.
Every line segment has one and only
one midpoint.



REPIRENCES SUGGESTIONS

C (7- 8)

D (16 - 17)

E (10 - 11, 13)

F (26 - 30)

Unit I - Basic Conceptp____

It is recommended that pupils keep a notebook for the purpose of

relating new vocabulary and symbolism to conceptual material.

Distance implies the shortest distance between two points which,

in a plane, is assumed to be a straight line.

In the original Euclid, the concept of distance was undefined.

Some present day authors define distance, particul,..ly the

distance between two points, as the measure of the line segment

joining the two points.
Measure is defined as the number of units of a particular unit

of measure contained in a line segment.

"measure of AB" is written m(AB).

Essentially, there is no difference between:

the length of AB, written AB and

the measure of AB, written m(AB),

In this guide, AB will refer to both the segment AB and the

measure of AB.



Unit I -'Basic Conce

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

14

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM,

collinear points A set of points all of which lie in the same
line are called collinear points.

half-line Line m is composed of an infinite set of points.
Point A in the line divides the line into three
disjoint subsets.

Set X = (Al

Set Y = all the points in the half-line in which
C lies

Set Z = all the points in the half-line in which
B lies

B A
E 0

in)

ray Any point in a line separates the line into two half-
lines, neither of which includes the given point. The
union of the point and one of the half-lines is called
a ray.

A is the end point or origin of the ray and B is any
other point in the ray.
The ray is referred to by the symbol AB0

erefers to the ray whose origin is at Band A is any
other point in the ray.

4,
BA is not the same as AB.

ray AB (IF))

ray BA (A9) Af- B

opposite rays Rays YX and YZ are said to be opposite if
points X, Y, and Z are collinear and Y lies
between X and Z.

p



REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Unit I - Basic Concepts



Unit I - Basic Conce t

TOPIC$ AND OBJECTIVES

16

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

half-plane A line separates a plane into two half-planes.
A plane, the universal set, is an infinite set of
points.

Line r divides the plane into three disjoint
subsets.

Set L z all the points in the half-plane in which
B lies

Set M = all the points in the half-plane in which
C lies

Set N = frj

The line is referred to as the edge of each
half-planee

divides P into two half-planes.
is the edge of each half-plane.

A and B lie in the same half-plane and on the
same side of re
B and C lie in different half-planes and on
opposite sides of r.

half-space Space is the set of all possible points.
Plane P divides space into three disjoint subsets.

Set E = all the points in the half-space in which
A lies

Set F = all the points in the half space in which
B lies

Set G = all the points in P eA

The plane is called the face of the half- space,



SUGGESTIONS

Unit I - Basic Concerts;

Note that while a line is an edge of infini
two

tely many half-planes,
a plane is a face of only half-spaces.

17



Unit I - Basic Concepts

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

DETERMINING POINTS,
LINES, AND PLANES

To develop an under-
standing of the
conditions necessary
to determine a point,
a line, and a plane

18

determining a point A point is determined by

1. two intersecting lines.

Set A = all the points in m
Set B = all the points in n

Af) B = [R]

2. the intersection of a line and

Set X = all the points in n
Set Y = all the points in P

Xti Y = {Ri

determiningalin A line is determined by

1. two intersecting planes,

Set A = all the points in P
Set B = all the points in S

Ail B = all the points in m

2. two distinct points.

cle.±feriiniajo.nlane A plane is determined by

1. three non-collinear points.

2. two intersecting lines.

Wwrotrigmtperv-ek, Wor,,.. ,



Unit I - Basic Concepts

SUGGESTIONS

The intersection of any two geometric figures is the set of
all the points common to both.

"Determine" means to fix the location of and to limit to a
specific number.

Three non-collinear points determine a plane.
This can be demonstrated by having three pupils each hold a
pencil with the point up.
Place a book or other flat surface on it.

Why is a stool witn three legs always stable but a stool with
four legs sometimes not?

Because three non-collinear points determine one plane, but
four non-collinear points determine three planes.

Another way to say "two intersecting lines determine a plane" is
"if two lines intersect, one and only one plane contains both
these lines."

19



Unit I - Basic Concepts

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM
,11.MMEMIl

ANGLES

To develop an under-
standing of the
vocabulary related to
angles

20

3. a line and a point not in the line.

angle An angle is the union of two rays with a common end
point.

The symbol for angle is L.
The symbol for angles is Lsc.

The rays BA and BC are called the sides of angle ABC.

The intersection of BA and BC is the point B, called
the vertex of the angle.

Three points in the angle are labeled so that the
point at the vertex is listed in the middle.

The interior Df LABC is the intersection of the sets

of points Df the Aside of BC and the C-side of BA.

The exterior of /ABC is the set of all the points in
the plane not in the rays of the angle nor in the
interior of the angle.

measure of an angle The measure of an angle depends upon the
amount "of rotation of a ray about its end
point,

Me unit of measure used in this course
is degree.

1

0
A degree is defined as

36
of a complete

rotation of a ray about its end point.

1 minute = of of a degree, 60 minutes = 1 degree

1 second = of a minute; 60 seconds m 1 minute



Unit I - Basic Concepts

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (9 - 17, 39 - 45)

C (22 - 32)

D (33 - 39)

E (18 - 23)

F (30 - 36,

123 - 131)

Let a sheet of notebook paper represent a plane.
Fold the paper in a sharp crease.
Would this represent two planes which intersect? Yes.
Is the intersection a straight line? Yes.
Must two planes intersect each other? No.
Can they be parallel? Yes.
Can they be skew? No.

Where there is no chance for confusion, an angle may be denoted
by a single letter at its vertex.
However, an angle should never be denoted by one letter where
two or more angles have the same vertex.
If the angle in the figure below were called LB, it could
mean:

IpBE,
gBF, or
IDBF

IpBE =2).
gBF =

B

Review the use of the protractor,

Mention radian measure. Pi radians equal 180 degrees.

21



Unit I - Basic Concepts

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS9 VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

ANGLE CLASSIFICATION

To develop the ability
to classify angles
according to size

22

betweenness of ray! OB is said to lie between OA and OC if:
1. all three rays have a common end

point.

2. OB lies so that LAOB + LBOC LAOC.

B

A pi

bisector of an angle OB is said to bisect LAOC if

1. OB lies between OA and OC.

2. LAOB LEIN.

right angle A right angle is formed by a ray making one-fourth
of a complete rotation.

Its measure is one-fourth of a complete rotation,
or one-fourth of 360 degrees,
or 90 degrees.

perpendicular lines Perpendicular lines are lines that meet
so as to form right angles.

The distance from a point to a line is
the length of the perpendicular from the
point to the line.

The distance from a point to a plane is
the length of the perpendicular from the
point to the planeQ

straight angle A straight angle is an angle whose sides are
opposite rays,

Its measure is one-nalf of a complete rotation,
or one-half of 360 degrees,
or 180 degrees.



Unit I - Stoic Conce t

REFERENCES

Mention perpendicular lines in conjunction with right angles
and again in conjunction with adjacent angles.

Street, both definitions.

Also demonstrate that the following relations exist:

A

B

757. J_ BC"

A

B D

DA _L HC

C

A

0 D

B

AB
,

CD

23



Unit I - Basic Conce t

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

To develop the ability
to classify angles
according to their
relationships with
one another

1 24

acute angle An acute angle is an angle whose measure is > 0
degrees and < 90 degrees.

obtuse angle An obtuse angle is an angle whose measure is
> 90 degrees and < 180 degrees°

reflex angle A reflex angle is an angle whose measure is
> 180 degrees°

equal ang121 Equal angles are angles whose measures are the
same°

adjacent angles Adjacent angles are two angles with the same
vertex and a common ray between them

Perpendicular lines are two lines that meet
to form equal adjacent angles.

Supplementary angles are two angles the
sum of whose measures is 180°0
Each angle is called the supplement of
the other.

If the exterior sides of two adjacent
angles are opposite rays, the angles
are supplementary°

complementamangles Complementary angles are two angles the
sum of whose measures is 90°.
Each angle is the complement of the
other°

Angles need not be adjacent to be
complementary or supplementary.



Unit I - Basic Concepts

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS
IIMMI10.

Mention reflex angles.
The region which is the interior of a reflex angle can be
distinguished by a curved arrow.

lmterior
of

reflex
angle



Unit I - Basic Concepts

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

DIHEDRAL ANGLES

To develop an under-
standing of the
concept of dihedral
angles as the spatial
extension of plane
angles

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING

To develop the ability
to use perspective in
representing figures
in apace

26

dihedral angle A dihedral angle is the union of two half-planes
with a common edge.
Each half-plane is called a face of the dihedral
angle.

The common edge is called the edge of the
dihedral angle.

A dihedral angle is named by naming a point in
one face, the edge, and then a point in the
other face.

Dihedral angle
T R-ST-V

or
V- ST- R

lane angle of a dihedral angle The plane angle of a dihedral
angle is formed by two rays, one in each face
of the dihedral angle, and perpendicular to
the edge at the same point.
The measure of the dihedral angle is the same
as the measure of the plane angle.

.01FQ is the plane angle and the measure of the
dihedral angle R- ST-V.



Unit I - Basic Concepts

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

B (50- 51)

D (191 - 194)

E (79 - el)

F (40)

B (5- 10)

E (insert between
pp. 184 and 185)

F (insert between
pp. 3;.. nd 33.

G (8- 9)

Is it possible to apply the concepts learned about plane angles
to dihedral angles?

Dihedral angles can be classified according to size and
according to their relationships with one another, using
the same classifications as plane angles.

The side of a plane angle becomes the face of a dihedral angle
The vertex of a plane angle becomes the edge of a dihedral
angle.

Betweenness of planes (with regard to dihedral angles)

In the figure below, plane F is said to lie between
plane G and plane H9 if

10 all three planes have a common edge
2. dihedral angle G-VW-F + dihedral angle F-T4-H

dihedral angle G-VW-H,

Bisector of a dihedral angle Plane F is said
dihedral angle G-VW-H if

1. F lies between G and H
2. dihedral angle G-VW-F = dihedral angle

to bisect

F-VW-H.

Most pupils have had little, if any, practice in making
perspective drawings of solid figures. A day spent in
illustrating perspective techniques will be of invaluable
aid to future work.



UNIT II

METHODS OF REASONING

16 Sessions



Unit II - Methods of Reasoning (16 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

INDUCTIVE REASONING

To clarify the nature
of inductive reasoning
as a method of proof

To become aware of
the strengths and
weaknesses of inductive
reasoning

To become aware of the
importance of inductive
reasoning in the scheme
of basic assumptions

30

inductive reasoning Inductive reasoning is a method of
reasoning by which a general conclusion
is reached through an examination of a
finite set of examples.



Unit II Methods of Reasonin,

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (28 - 30)

D (2 - 11)

E C51- 56)

F (53 - 57,
82 - 83)

In each of the following experiments, use inductive reasoning
to arrive at a conclusion.

1. Draw a triangle,
a, Measure the angles with a protractor,
be Add the results.

2. Follow the same procedure with a quadrilateral,

3. Draw a triangle.,

a. Connect each vertex with the midpoint of the oppor:, te
side,

4. Draw a triangle with two equal sides.
a. Measure the angles opposite those sides.

5. Find the sum of the first n positive integers using the

formula S =
n(n + 1)

2 O

a. Evaluate for S when n = 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10,

Use optical illusions to show that things are not always what
they appear to be to the eye,

Experiments in inactive reasoning. Are the comiusions
justified?

1. Each of six collie dogs Ann has seen has been vicious.
Ann concludes all collies are vicious.

2. Mrs. Blake will no longer patronize the corner grocery
because last week she bought a bag of potatoes marked ten
pounds, but which actually weighed only nine pounds.

3. All the pupils in this geometry class like ice cream.
Therefore, all pupils studying geometry like ice cream.

4,, Jean's hair has natural-lookng deep waves If you use
Jean's shampoo, your hair wil. be wavy, too,

5. Since the beginning of professional baseball, no team has
ever won the pennant without at least one .300 hitter.
Since Cleveland has no .300 hitters, the team has no chance
for the pennant. (Assume Cleveland has no ,300 hitters.)
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DEDUCTIVE REASONING

To clarify deductive
reasoning as a method
of proof

To relate deductive
reasoning to the
traditional methods
of geometric proof

32

deductive reasoning Deductive reasoning is the method of
reasoning by which conclusions are arrived
at from accepted statements,

syllogism A syllogism is an argument made up of three
statements

1. Major premise - an accepted general statement
2. Minor premise - a specific or particular

statement
3. Conclusion

Or, in set notation

10 A C B
2. x A

3. xE B

Or, represented in a Venn diagram

B

Essentially Venn diagrams are the same as
Euler's circles.
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A (196

D (51 -

E (56 -

F (87 -

Shute, W.
W. W., and
Supplement
Geometry,

- 198)

59)

59)

90)

G,, Shirk,
Porter, G. F
to Plane

(34-43)

6. It has rained on every Halloween day for the past four years,
This year, it certainly will rain on that day,

7. Every time 2 + 2 has been added, since the dawning of
creation, the sum has been 4, It is therefore, an
indisputable fact,

While it cannot be definitely stated which of the above
conclusions are justified and which are not, it seems
prudent to say that the justification for any conclusion
is directly proporional to the number of examples
examined. There are no foolproof rules for induction.

Especially important to the understanding of inductive
reasoning is example No 70 2 + 2 = 4 and other similar
basic "facts" are inductively arrived at through 3ount
less trials. Indueniveassuiare the
basis for deductive reasoning. Because of the inherent
weakness of inductive reasoning, we cannot be absolutelt
sure of any conclusion reached inductively, For
practicality as well as for convenience, we accept
such "facts ".

The construction of a Venn diagram for each syllogism will aid
in the recognition and prevention of invalid reasoning,
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SUGGESTICNS

IFELLILL's11016aEm5. (IQ Major premise 2, Minor premise
3. Conc1usior0

A. 1. All widgets are gadgets.
2. This glimpf is a widget,
3, This glimpf is a gadget

In set notation
1. widgets/I...gadgets
2. this glimpf widgets
3. this glimpf c gadgets

In a Venn diagram

All
Gadgets AcL

Widgets

11.E./101111T..1.

,This
GlImpf

Bo 1. All academically talented pupils study combined plane
and solid geometry,

2. We are academically talented pupils,
3. We are studying combined plane and solid geometry.

Co lo All composite numbers can be factored,
2. 3,893,630 is a composite number,
30 3,8939630 is faLtorable.

Have pupils bring in examples of syllogisms. Another possibility
is to make syllogisms with one of the three statements missing
and require the class to supply the missing statement.

A. 1.
.NEM Mow

2, Mro Beasl.,.:y is a mailman,
30 Mr. Beasley has sore feet.,

B. 1. All medicines on this shelf are poison.
2.

tams IMMO,. IIMM IN= v.

3, This bottle of medicine is poison,
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The deductive process used to arrive at the conclusion of a
syllogism is either valid or invalid.

If both the major and minor premise are assumed to be true,
a true conclusion will result from valid reasoning and a
false conclusion will result from invalid reasoning.

If either the major or minor premise is false or if both are
false, valid reasoning could result in either a true or
false conclusion2

if statements Deductive reasoning is the process of
drawing valid conclusions from accepted
statements.

Every statement that we prove can be stated
in the "if-then" form,

hypothesis (Hypo)

conclusion (Con.)

The clause following the word "if" of a
statement in the "if-then" form is called
the hypothesis of the statement.

The clause following the word "then" of a
statement in the "if-then" form is called
the conclusion of the statement.
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SUGGESTIONS

A (53 - 62)

C (35 - 38)

D (59 - 61)

F (91 - 94)

Example of an invalid syllogism: 1. Major premise
2. Minor premise
30 Conclusion

1. All cats have fur coats
2. Mrs. John Doe has a fur

coat.
3. Mrs. John Doe is a cat.

Both premises are true, but the minor premise does not
classify "Mrs. John Doe" as an element of the set of cats.
Therefore, the conclusion is false.

OI 4% 11 a 0 - I

1. All two-legged creatures are human beings.
2. My canary, Tweety Pie, has two legs.
3. My canary, Tweety Pie, is a human being.

The reasoning is correct, and the minor premise relates
correctly to the major premise, but the major premise is
false. Therefore, the conclusion is false.

Ysample of a veld syllogism with a true conclusion. but with
one or snore false premises

1. All farmers are residents of the United States.
2. All Ohioans are farmers,
3. All Ohioans are residents of the United States,

The conclusion is true and the reasoning is valid, but both
the major and manor premises are false,

Example: An obtuse angle is greater than an acute angle°

Rewritten in °if-then" form
If an angle is obtuse, then it is greater than an
acute angle,

type An angle is obtuse,
Con. The angle is greater than an acute angle.
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IMPLICATION

To develop the ability
to use symbolic logic
as a method of
reasoning

ASSUMPTIONS

To become acquainted
with the axioms and
postulates needed in
elementary deductive
reasoning

38

implication All statements written in the "if-then" form can
be symbolized.

converse

inverse

Let H represent the hypothesis.
Let C represent the conclusion.

H--+C

The arrow (---*) means "if H then C" but is
read "H implies C"0

The converse of the statement H.--PC is C---*H.
The converse of an implication is not necess,Irily
true.

The inverse of the statement H*C is not H---9
not C". In the notation of symbolic logic this
is "JH 0 "dC.
The inverse of an implication is not necessarily
true.

contrapositive The contrapositive of the statement H 4C is
"not C not H". ( ^id C H)
The contrapositive is sometimes called the
inverse of the converse. If an implication
is true, then the contrapositive is always
true.

=position A proposition is a general
relationships.

postulate A postulate is a geometric
without proof.
It is an assumption.

statement concerning

proposition accepted
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A (124 - 128t
282 - 284)

C (74 - 76)

D (62 - 66)

E (148 - 149,
162 - 164)

Meserve, B. E. and
Sobel, M. A. Mathematics
for Seconds School
Teachers 192-220

Brumfiel, C. F.,

Eicholz, R. E., and
Shanks, M. E. Geometry_
(21-42)

Example showing implication.
Let ; stand for "Mary has a toothache."
Let C stand for "Mary visits the dentist."

Then HOC means "If H then C," or
"If Mary has a toothache, then Mary
visits the dentisto"

Implication; If Mary has a toothache, then Mary visits the
dentist,

Converse; If Mary visits the dentist, then Mary has a
toothache. (Not necessarily true as Mary may
visit the dentist for a regular checkup.)

Inverse: If Mary does not have a toothaches then Mary
does not visit the dentist. (Not necessarily
true as Mary may visit the dentist for other
reasonsi

Contrapositive; If Mary does not visit the dentist, then
Mary does not have a toothache. (True if
implication is true.)

Examples of Implication, Converse, Inverse, and Contrapositive;

1. H---4C; If
C Hz If

evH--)",Cz

...0C 4 ^-013;

the sun shines, I am in a good mood.
I am in a good mood, the sun is shining.
If the sun is not shining, I am not in a good
mood°

If I am not in a good mood, the sun is not
shining.

2. H--)C; If x + 3 9, then x = 6.
C-4 If x = 6, then x + 3 = 9 (converse is true here)tiH-3 ~C; If x +3 9, then x /i 6. (inverse is true here)

Ifx#6, then x + 3 9.

3. Have pupils make up their own implications and complete
the converses, inverses, and contrapositives.
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axiom An axiom is a proposition, general in nature, accepted
without proof. It is also an assumption.

1. Identity axiom (reflexive axiom) Any quantity is equal to
itself.

2. Symmetry axiom An equality may be reversed.

3. Transitive axiom Two quantities equal to the same or
equal quantities are equal to each other.

40 Substitution axiom A quantity may be substituted for its
equal in any expression without
changing the value of the expression.

5. Addition axiom If equal quantities are added to equal
quantities, the sums are equal.

6. Subtraction axiom If equal quantities are subtracted from
equal quantities, the differences are
equal.

7. Multiplication axiom If equal quantities are multiplied
by equal quantities, the products
are equal. Special case Doubles
of equals are equal°

8. Division axiom If equal quantities are divided by equal
non-zero quantities, the quotients are
equal. Special case! Halves of equals
are equal.

9. Powers axiom Equal powers of equal quantities are equal.

10. Roots axiom The absolute value of equal roots of equal
positive quantities are equal.

11. Axiom of the whole The whole of any quantity is equal to
the sum of all of its parts,
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A (84)

C (39 41)

D (70 74)

E (60 61)

F (100 101)

Examples:

1. a = a; AB = AB; ZF = LF

2. If a = b9 then b = a. If AB = CD, then CD = AB.

3. If a = b9 and a = c9 then b = co
If a, = b9 and c = d9 and a= 09 then b d.

4. If a= b+ c and b= 5, then a= 5+ co

50 If AB = CD and EF
CAUTION: AB +

6. If AB = CD and EF
CAUTION: AB

GH, then AB + EF CD + GH.
CD EF + GH,,

GH,. 41Len AB - EF = CD - GH.
CP f EF GH.

70 If JP -- LB, then 5(LA) = 5(ZB).

CD8. If AB = CD, then AB = T.

9 If AB = CD, then (AB) 2
= (CD)

2.

10. If x2 = 73, then' GcT I =I Y3

110 In the figure, Li + L2 + Z3 = /DOA,

3 2

0

41

1,.
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POSTULATES

To become acquainted
with some elementary
postulates

PROVING BASIC THEOREMS

To develop the ability
to prove certain
fundamental theorems
using axioms and
postulates

42

to A line segment has one and only one midpoint,

2. The shortest distance between two points is a straight line.

3, An angle has only one bisector.

4. A point is determined by the intersection of two lines or
the intersection of a line and a plane.

5. A line is determined by two distinct points or by two

intersecting planes.

6. A plane is determined by three non-collinear points, by
two intersecting lines, or by a line and a point not in the

line,

7. All right angles are equal.

8. All straight angles are equal.

9. The shortest distance from a point to a line is the
perpendicular from the point to the line

10. If two points lie in a plane, then a line connecting the
two points lies in the plane.

theorem (Th) A theorem is a proposltion that is proved by
deductive reasoning.

Th. If two angles are supplementary to the same or
equal angles, they are equal,

Th. If two angles are complementary to the same or
equal angles, they are equal.

Th. Vertical angles are equal.

Th. If two dihedral angles are supplementary to the
same or equal dihedral angles, they are equal.

Th. If two dihedral angles are complementary to the
same or equal dihedral angles, they are equal.

Th. If planes intersect, the vertical dihedral angles

are equal.

Symbol for "therefore" is
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A (74, 84, 89)

C (41 - 46)

D (26)

F (104, 108)

(47 - 50,
78 - 80)

As a good enrichment problem,
in the following:

2 lb,

1 lb
2 °

have pupils find the fallacy

32 oz

8 oz

1 lb,,

Given

Division axiom

g 256 oz Multiplication axiom

Introduce formal proof,

&ample: Th, If two angles
same angle or

Hypo LA is supp. to LC,
LB is supp, to Lc.

Con, LA = LB

Statements

1 LA is supp, LC
LB is supp, LC

20 /A + LC = 180°
LB + LC = 180°

3. Lc = LC
4. LA = 180°

LB = 180°
5. = LB

LC

LC

are supplementary (supp.) to the
equal angles, they are equal,

Reasons

1, Given

20 Definition of
supplementary angles

3. Identity axiom
40 Subtraction axiom

5. Transitive axiom

43
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

TRIANGLE

To become familiar with
the triangle and its
parts

46

triangle The union of three line segments joining any three
non-collinear points is a triangle.

A triangle separates any plane into three disjoint

subsets.

Set A am all the points in the triangle (in the three

line segments)

Set B= all the points in the interior of the
triangle

Set C = all the points in the exterior of the
triangle

oG
P

S Set A

The interior of a triangle is the intersection of the sets

of points in

the interior of /SRT and the interior of iSTR, or

the interior of LSTR and the interior of LysR9 or
the interior of LTSR and the interior of 1SRT0

He Set B

The exterior of a triangle is the set of all the points not
in the triangle nor in the interior of the triangle.

GE Set C
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

TRIANGLES CLASSIFIED
BY SIDES

To develop the ability
to classify triangles
according to their
sides

TRIANGLES CLASSIFIED
BY ANGLES

To develop the ability
to classify triangles
according to their
angles

48

vertex (pl. vertices) In the figure, each of the three points
R9 S, T is a vertex of the triangle.

A triangle is named by naming the vertices.

The symbol for triangle is
rsaa,

Triangle RST or
..,--

A RST R s T
The line segments are called the sides of the
triangle.

Side r is opposite LL
between sides s and to
Side s is opposite ./Ao
between sides r and t.
Side t is opposite Z.T.
between sides r and s.

LR is opposite side r and included

LS is opposite side s and included

,LT is opposite side t and included

scalene A scalene triangle is a triangle with no equal sides.

isosceles An isosceles triangle is a triangle with two equal
sides.
The equal sides are called legs.
The angle formed by the legs is called the vertex
angle.
The side opposite the vertex angle is called the
baseo

The two angles adjacent to the base are called the
base angleso

equilateral An equilateral triangle is a triangle with three
equal sides.

The set of isosceles triangles is a subset of the set of
equilateral triangles, The converse of this statement is
not.trueo

acute An acute triangle is a triangle with three acute angles.

obtuse An obtuse triangle is a triangle with one obtuse angle.



1.9SNIRTS..14.

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Unit III - Triangles

When drawing a trlangle, a scalene triangle should be drawn
unless another type is specifically indicated, The scalene
triangle is considered the general form of a triangle° Further-
more, the scalene triangle drawn should not contain a right
angle if the triangle is to be considered general in nature.
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

LINE SEGMENTS AND
ANGLES ASSOCIATED WITH
TRIANGLES

To become familiar with
special line segments
and angles associated
with triangles

TRIANGLE CONGRUENCY

To develop the concept
of triangle congruency

50

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

right A right triangle is a triangle with one right angle.
The side opposite the right angle is called the hypotenuse
The sides adjacent to the right angle are called the legs.

equiangular An equiangular triangle is a triangle with three
equal angles.

The set of equiangular triangles is equal tothe set of
equilateral triangles. The converse of this statement is
true.

perimeter

altitude

median

base

The perimeter of a triangle is the sum of the lengths
of the three sides.

An altitude of a triangle is the line segment drawn
from a vertex perpendicular to the opposite side or
side produced.

A median of a triangle is the line segment drawn from
a vertex to the midpoint of the opposite side.

The base of a triangle may be any side. The base is
generally the side upon which the altitude is
constructed or is thought to be constructed. In an
isosceles triangle, the base is the side opposite
the vertex angle,

congruent triangles Congruent triangles are triangles whose
corresponding parts, angles and sides9
are equal.

Congruent polygons are polygons whose
corresponding parts, angles and sides9
are equal. Congruent triangles are a
subset of the universal set of congruent
po4gons.

The symbol for the phrase "is congruent to" is 2C.



SUGGESTIONS

Unit III - Triangles

According to Euclid, congruent figures are figures which can be
superimposed so that they coincide. This definition depends on
undefined concepts such as motion9 the ability to keep an
object rigid during motion9 and the ability to move an object
to a desired place. In this guide. the procedure is to take
congruence as an undefined concept.
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Methods of proving triangles congruent are:

If two triangles have two sides and the included angle of
one equal respectively to two sides and the included angle
of the other, they are congruent°

This is customarily abbreviated soa.s. = soa.s.

If two triangles have two angles and the included side of
one equal respectively to two angles and the included side
of the other, they are congruent°

This is customarily abbreviated a.s0a0 aos.a.

If two triangles have three sides of one equal respectively
to three sides of the other, they are congruent.

This is customarily abbreviated sos.s. = s,s,s,

The above three methods are postulated and are to be added to
the postulates previously listed:

Corresponding parts of congruent triangles are equal.

This is customarily abbreviated as Cop,c0t0e.
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Unit III - Triangle s

The unit on construction will not be taken until the second
semester. It is sufficient at this time to make triangles
congruent using a protractor and a rule instead of the compass
and straightedge.

As an experiment in showing s.a.s. s.a.s., have the pupils
draw two triangles each with sides of 2" and 3" and an included
angle of 40°. Cut out one triangle and see if it fits or
coincides with the other.

Similar experiments can be performed showing a.s.a. = a.s.a.
and s.s.s. 21. SoS#80

Another method is to have each pupil draw two triangles to his
own specifications to see if they coincide. Continue these
experiments until the pupils inductively conclude that the
triangles are congruent.

In listing the corresponding parts of congruent triangles, the
order is of utmost importance. Stating that ABC L.

implies

LA = LD
LB = LE
LC =LF
AC = DF
AB = DE
BV = EF

C
E

F

In the above drawing, it would be incorrect to state that
6 ABC ZinEFD,

If in the above triangles, LA mig9 then the side opposite
LA is equal to the side opposite 2po

Some congruent triangles are overlapping parts of geometric
figures and are confusing to the eye. When dealing with over-
lapping triangles, it is suggested that the figures be "pulled
apart" and that colored chalk and colored pencils be used to
identify the corresponding parts.

It is an aid to pupils to mark corresponding parts of congruent
triangles with any of a variety of identifying marks. An
example is shown below.

A

AB = DE, Z

B

LD, AC = DF
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PROVING THEOREMS
USING CONGRUENT
TRIANGLES

To develop the ability
to prove some theorems
by means of congruent
triangles

Th.

Th.

(prove formally) If two sides of a triangle are equal, the
angles opposite those sides are equal. (This theorem may
also be stated: The base angles of an isosceles triangle
are equal.)

(prove formally) If tao angles of a triangle are equal, the
sides opposite those angles are equal. (This theorem may
also be stated, If two angles of a triangle are equal, the
triangle is isosceles.)
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REFERENCES I SUGGESTIONS

A (103

112
- 110,

- 113)

C (71 - 84)

D (135 - 142)

E (104 - 117)

F (220, 222 - 225)

Because of the restrictions of time it is sugg. 'Jed that a
limited number of "key" theorems throughout the course be
proved formally. The rest should be postulated. Those theorems
that should be proved formally are so marked. In the absence
of any directions, the theorem may be postulated,

Pupils should be taught to outline a plan of action before
writing a formal proof%

The first two theorems are proved formally for two reasons;
10 To give the pupil much-needed practice in formal

proof
2. To give examples of converse theorems. The converse

of any implication is not necessarily true, It is
wise to reinforce this concept and convey the idea
that because a theorem is proved true, the converse
does not automatically follow,

The policy of using specific notation AB, 0, and AB has
been initiated in order to discipline the pupils in exact
thinking, However, it is a. more common practice to simply
use AB where no ambiguity can arise, That is, AB may refer

to AB, AB, or AB,

From time to time, the pupils should be asked to determine
whether a certain notation denotes a line, a line segment,
a ray, or the measure of a line segment,

Similarly, the symbol L'Z can be used to name an angle or to
denote its measure. The context indicates the
meaning.

As soon as a theorem has been proved or postulated, it may be
used as an acceptable reason in proving other theorems.

r.
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

auxiliary line An auxiliary line is an extra line
the hypothesis of a problem. This
drawn to help with the proof. The
usually broken to distinguish it
given lines.

not given in
line is
line is
from the

corollary A corollary is a theorem that is easily proved by
the use of a previous theorem. The abbreviation is
Corolo

Coro'. An equilateral triangle is also equiangular, and
conversely°

Corol. The medians to the legs of an isosceles triangle are
equal,

Th. The bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle
is the perpendicular bisector of the baseo

Th. A line segment that connects the vertex angle of an
isosceles triangle with the midpoint of the base bisects
the vertex angle and is perpendicular to the base,

Th. If line segments are drawn from any point on the perpendic-
ular bisector of a line segment to the ends of the line
segment, they are equal.

Th. (prove formally) If two points are each equally distant
from the ends of a line segment, a line connecting the two
points is the perpendicular bisector of the segment,

Postulate: If two right triangles have the hypotense and an
acute angle of one equal to the hypotenuse and an
acute angle of the other, they are congruent. This
may be abbreviated as "rt. Q hoao = hi.a." This
postulate should now be added to the list of
postulates°
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SUGGESTIONS

..e:-=-

A (251)

Report of the Commis-
sion on Mathematics,
Appendices. (166 168)

A (114-116,
i30 -131, 134-138

A common .error is to place too many conditions on an auxiliary
line.

Example Drag CD aL the bisector
of AB in /A ABC,, CD may
or may not pass through C,
CD can be the median to AB
or the perpendicular from
C to AB, but not necessarily
both.

The corollary about the medians to the legs of an isosceles
triangle is an example of overlapping triangles.

To determine which postulate to use in proving two triangles
congruent, first discover if there is one pair or if there are
two or three pairs of equal corresponding sides.

If there is one pair, use a0s.a, m a.s.a,
If there are two pairs, use s.a.s. = soa,s,
If there are three pairs,, use s.s.s. m s.s.s

Introduce the fallacy, " "Every triangle is isosceles". This will
reinforce such concepts as betweeriness of points and points
lying inside or outside of a triangle. Note the two references
at the left,

For superior students and as a challenge for all the class,
"Problems for Pacemakers" found in reference A are highly
recommended.
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To develop the ability
to use congruent
triangles in proving
theorems in solid
geometry
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Th. If two right triangles have the hypotenuse and a leg of one
equal to the hypotenuse and a leg of the other, they are
congruent. This theorem may be abbreviated as
"rt. it h.l. = 1101."

Th. If the legs of one right triangle are equal to the legs of
another right triangle, the triangles are congruent, This
theorem may be abbreviated as "rt. = 1.1.ff

Th. If lines are drawn from any point in the bisector of an
angle perpendicular to the sides of the angle and
terminated by the sides, they are equal.

a line perpendicular to a plane A line is perpendicular to a
plane if it is perpendicular to every line in the plane
through its foot. The foot is the point of intersection
of the line and the plane.
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RVER1110ES SUGGESTIONS

The following unusual proof will be of interest to students as
it was created by an IBM 704 electronic digital cocputer.

C
Given: L ABC, with AC = BC
To prove: IA = LB
Plan: Prove BCA

Proof

Statements

10 AC 13C

2e BC AC
3. AB= 13A

Z ACB = BCA
5. .". LA = ZB

A (132- 233)

B (22 - 23)

C (101 - 107)

D (141 - 147)

Reasons

le Given
2u Symmetry axiom
3. Identity axiom

4. 8011.8. 8.5.3.
5. C.p.c.t.e.
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Unit III - Triangles

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

60

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Th. (prove formally as an exercise) If a line is perpendicular
to each of two intersecting lines in a plane at their point
of intersection, it is perpendicular to the plane of these
lines.

Th. (prove formally as an exercise) If from a point in a
perpendicular to a plane, line segments are drawn oblique
to the plane meeting the plane at equal distances from the
foot of the perpendicular, the segments are equal.

Th. (converse to the above theoremprove formally as an
exercise) If from a point in the perpendicular to a plane
equal line segments are drawn oblique to the plane, their
distances from the foot of the perpendicular are equal.

A

t1



SUGGESTIONS01.:, 311111.1.

Given AB 1. BC and BD in plane P

To prove: AB _L P

Plan: Through B draw any line BM
in P. Prove AB_I_BM. Draw
CD intersecting BM at E.
Extend AB to F so that
AB= BF. Draw AC, AD, AE*,
FC9 FD, FE0

Proof

Statements

1. AC as CF, AD = DF

2. CD = CD
30 ACD FCD

4. LACE = LFCE
50 CE = CE
60 p ACE LFCE
70 AE = FE
8 AB = BF

90 AB _L BM

100 0. AB _i_ P

Reasons

1 If two line segments are
drawn from the perpendicular
bisector of a line segment
to the ends of the line seg-
mentv they are equal.

20 Identity axiom
3. S05060 = SQS0S0
40 Copocot.e,
5, Identity axiom
6v s0a0s0 = soa.s.
7. C.p.c.t0e
8. Construction
90 If two points are each

equally distant from the
ends of a line segments they
determine the perpendicular
bisector of the line segment°

100 Definition of a perpendicular
to a plane°
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Unit IV - Perpendicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes (10 sessions

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

PERPENDICULAR LINES
ANt PLANES

To develop an under-
standing of the
concepts of perpendic-
ular lines and planes

64

Postulate: In a given plane containing a given line, thero is
one and only one line perpendicular to the given
line at any point in the given line.

Th. Given any line and any point not in the line, there is
one and only one line through the given point and
perpendicular to the given line.

Th. Given any plane and any point not in the plane, there is
one and only one line through the given point and
perpendicular to the given plane,

perpendicular ;_planes If two planes intersect so that the
adjacent dihedral angles are equal, the
planes are perpendicular.

r

Li



REFERENCES

Unit IVs Perpendicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

SUGGESTIONS

B (27)

C (97 - 107)

D (194)

G (9- 13)

This theorem may be proved formally as an exercise°
Given: AB with point P not in

AB. PC _L AB at C.
R is any point in AB
distinct from C.

To proves PR not a, AB.
Plan: Extend PC to Po so that

PC = P'C. Draw PR and FR.

Proof

Statements

10 PC = PAC
20 PP' _L AB
30 ZPCR = ZP'CR

40 CR = CR
50 APCit CI:1Q P'CR

LPRC = JP' RC

7. LPRC + LPIRC '=P1IP
8. 2(LPRC) =LPRP'

90 LPRC = 4,LPRP')
2.

100 PCP° is a straight line.
110 PRP' is not a straight

line, and LPRP' is not
a straight angle,

12, LPRC is not a right
angle.

13. PR is not ± AB,

C 'R

Reasons

10 So drawn
2. Given
30 Perpendicular lines form

equal adjacent angles.
40 Identity axiom
50 s.a.s. =
6, C.p.c.t.e.

70 Axiom of the whole
8. Substitution axiom

9, Division axiom
10. Given
1/. Two points determine only

one straight line.

12Q A right angle is one-half
a straight angle.

130 Definition of perpendic-
ularity

The pupil, when formally proving theorems as an exercise, should
be periodically required to give a complete statement in sentence
form as a reason,
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Unit IV - Per endicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

PARALLEL LINES AND
PLANES

To develop an under-
standing of the
concepts of parallel
lines and planes

66

parallel lines, Parallel lines are two lines in the same plane
that do not meet.

skew lines

The symbol for parallel is " II".
The symbol for not parallel is "

Skew lines are two lines that do not lie in any
one plane.

parallel planes Parallel planes are planes that have no point
in common.

a line parallel to a_plane A line is parallel to a plane if
the line and the plane have nc roint in common.

Th. If two parallel planes are cut by a third plane, the
lines of intersection are parallel.



..111,2Oemaga
REFERENCES

Unit IV - Perpendicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

SUGGESTIONS

A (1339 158)

B (42 - 54,

75 - 81)

This theorem may be proved as an

Given; Plane PUplane Q.
P and Q cut by plane R
in lines g and h.

To prove. Oh

Plan: Show that lines g and h
satisfy the definition of
parallel lines,

Proof'

Statements

1. g is a straight line 1,

and h is a straight line.
2. Lines g and h lie in one 2.

plane,

3. g, which lies in P, and
h, which lies in Q9 have
no point in common.

4. g II he

11 =7.

exercise.

Reason.,

Two intersecting planes
determine a straight line.
Given

3. Definition of parallel
planes

4. Definition of parallel
lines.

There are many theorem3 about the special relationships that
exist between lines and planes. Time restrictions prohibit
formal proof of all of them. However, it is important that
pupils DEVELOP THE ABILITY TO VISUALIZE SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN LINES AND PLANES.
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Unit IV - Perpendicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planzs

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

INDIRECT REASONING

To develop an under-
standing of indirect
reasoning as a method
of proof

68

CONCEPTSQ VOCABULARY. SYMBOLISM

indirect reasoning If all possible conclusions to a proposition
are listed, and if all but one are proved
false, then the remaining one is true. It
is assumed that one of the listed conclu-
sions must be true.

Th. If two lines are perpendicular to a third line all in the
same plane, the two lines are parallel.



REFERENCES

UrIlitILLIyiTE,slazuLar L.nes and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

SUGGESTIONS

C (101
163

E (168

F (153

G (13-

A (299,

C (113

D (181

E (138

F (163

305 - 307)

- 114)

- 182)

- 139)

- 166)

This can be done by using thin
to represent lines and planes°
the overhead projector is also
conclusions intuitively,

=muMMin.>

sticks and pieces of cardboard
Overlaying a transparency on
helpful, Pupils can draw correct

Pupils' understanding of these spatial relationships can be
tested by careful selection of exercises from any of the
references available,

Present indi:eLt reasoning as three steps°
1° List all possible conclusions, one of which must be true°
2° Prove that all conclusions except one lead to a

contradiction of the hypothesis or contradict a
statement previously proved true°

3Q State that the one remaining conclusion must be true

Use indirect proof as a means of proving this theorem as an
exercise,

Given x y, I

all in the same plane°

To prove xllz,

Plant Either xils or x-ftzQ
Assume x-lir and show that this leads to a
contradiction° Then x must be parallel to z.

y

Statements

x yo s j y. x, Y9 z
lie in the same plane,
Either xflz or xkrz,

Assume xA4z 9 then x and
z will meet at some
point P°
Then there are two per
pendiculars from P to y.
'This is impossible,

2,221211i

1 :ven

2, Two straight lines in the
same plane either intersect
or do not intersect.

3, Two intersecting lines
determine a point,

4. Given x J y, and z J y.

5u In a plane, one and only one
line can be drawn through a
point perpendicular to a
given line°

6. Since all other conclusions
are false, the remaining
conclusion must be true.
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Unit IV - Perpendicular "Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

To develop compre-
hension of the
vocabulary used in
proving parallel
line theorems

70

Postulate: Through a given point not in a given line, one and
only one line can be drawn parallel to the given

line.

transversal A transversal is a line that intersects two or more
straight lines. The word transversal will be used
only if all the lines lie in the same plane.

a
s is the transversal of a and b.

Consider the eight "numbered angles.
Four of them, As 3, 4, 5, and 6 are
called interior angles,,

1 2

Four of ther%Ls 1, 2, 7, and 8 are 5 6

called exterior angles. 7 8

alternate interior InglEa (alt. int. 2s) Alternate interior
angles are pairs of non-adjacent interior angles that
lie on opposite sides of the transversal.

alt, int. is by pairs are: L3 and L6
L4 and 25

alternate exterior angles (alt. ext. is) Alternate exterior
angles are pairs of non-adjacent exterior angles that
lie on opposite sides of the transversal.

lit. ext. As by pairs are: Al and 18
/2 and A7

corresponding angles (corr. Ls) Corresponding angles are angles
on the same side of the transversal and on the same
side of the lines cut by the transversal. Note that

one angle is an interior angle and the other is an

exterior angle.

corr. 2s by pairs are: Ll and 25
2:3 and 27

22 and L6
L4 and 2g

interior an les on the same side of the transversal Interior
angles on the :Barrie side of the transversal by pairs

are:

2:1-4- and L6

13 and L5



Unit IV - Perpendicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

SUGGESTIONS

Pupils can be aided in recognizing alternate interior angles,
corresponding angles, and interior angles on the same side of
the transversal in the more complex geometric figures by use of
certain ncode" letters.

Alternate interior angles cart be discovered as they form the
letter "Z° or a corruption ,pf this letter

Examples.

Corresponding angles can be discovered as they form the
letter 'F." or a corruption of this letter°

Examples;

Interior angles on the same side of the transversal can be
discovered as they form the letter nCn or a corruption of
this letter,

Examples!

Have the pupils use Lolored pencils and mark the Z's, F's, and
C,s in their drawing
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Unit IV - Perpendicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

PROVING LINES PARALLEL

To develop the ability
to prove lines parallel

USINC PARALLEL LINES TO
PROVE ANGLE RELATION-
SHIPS

To develop an under-
standing of the theorem
in which "given"
parallel lines
establish angle
relationships

72

Th. (prove formally) If two straight lines are cut by a trans-
versal so that the alternate interior angles are equal, the
lines are parallel°

Corol. If two straight lines are cut by a transversal SG that
the corresponding anees are equal, the lines are
parallel.

Corol. If two straight lines are cut by a transversal so that
the interior angles on the same side of the transversal
are supplementary, the lines are parallel,

Corol. If two straight lines are cut by a transversal_ 50 that
the alternate exterior angles are equal, the lines are
parallel,

Th. If a line is perpendicular to one of two parallel lines9 it
is perpendicular to the other line.

Th. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the
alternate interior angles are equal.

Corol. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the
corresponding angles are equal,

Corol. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the
interior angles on the same side of the transversal
are supplementary.

Corol. If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the
alternate exterior angles are equal,

Corol. If two lines are parallel to the same line, they are
parallel to each other,



Unit IV - Perpendicular Lines and Planes, Parallel Lines and Planes

SUGGESTIONS

Have the pupils add to lists of methods of proof a summary of
the ways of proving lines parallel.

Have pupils discover the angle relationships when given parallel
lines. Use the ruled lines on a sheet of note paper as parallel
lines. Draw a transversal and have the pupils measpre the
angles with a protractor.

The theorem, "If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal,
the alternate interior angles are equal9" may be proved through
use of the indirect method°

R

S

B
t.Summarizing:

The alternate interior angles are equal or not equal.
If the angles are assumed not equal9 then there must be a
line RHS, distinct from CD, such that LRHG= LHGB.
Then line RHS is parallel to line AB, since the alternate
interior angles are equal,
This means that there are 1,,w2 lines through point H
parallel to ABA,

But this contradicts the parallel line postulate, "Through
a given point not in a given line, one and only one line can
be drawn parallel to the given linen"
Therefore, the given alternate interior angles must be
equal.

Have pupils add these theorems and corollaries concerning
parallel lines to the list of methods of proving angles equal.
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Unit V - Pol t ons and Pol hedrons (20 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

PROPERTIES OF POLYGONS

To develop an under-
standing of the
vocabulary pertaining
to polygons

76

broken line A broken line is the union of successive line
segments such that

10 the successive segments are not in a
straight line°

2° no more than two line segments have a
common end point°

adjacent segments Adjacent segments are two successive line
segments with a common end point°

closed broken line A broken line is closed if each line
segment is adjacent to a successive line
segment at each of its end points,

221mon A polygon is a closed broken line in a plane
The line segments are the sides of the polygon°.
The end points of the line segments are the v,,rtices
of the polygon,
A diagonal of a polygon is a line segment joining
nonadjacent vertices°

A closed broken line separates the plane into three disjoint

subsets°
Set A = all the points in the polygon
Set B = all the points in the interior of the polygon
Set C = all the points not in the polygon nor in the interior

of the polygon
AU B = the polygonal region

convex polygon A convex polygon is a polygon no side of which
extended will enter the interior of the polygon.
Each of the interior angles is less than a
straight angle,

concamEgaima A concave polygon is a polygon having at least
one side which extended will enter the

interior of the polygon°
One or more of the interior angles is a reflex
angle,

Unless otherwise indicated, all polygons are
to be considered as convex polygons°



1
Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (161)

C (129 - 130)

D (98 - 100)

E (129 215 - 216)



Unit V - Pol ons and Polyhedrons

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

CLASSIFICATION OF
POLYGONS ACCORDING TO
SIDES

To develop the ability
to classify polygons
according to the number
of sides

THEOREMS INVOLVING
POLYGONS

To develop the ability
to prove certain
theorems involving
polygons

7g

triangle a polygon with
quadrilateral a polygon with

OBLAW1 a polygon with
hexes a polygon with
heptagon a polygon with
octagon a polygon with
nova on a polygon with
decagon a polygon
dodecagon a polygon with
pentadenagon a polygon with
heptadecagon a polygon with
n-gon a polygon with

three sides
four sides
five sides
six sides
seven sides
eight sides
nine sides
ten sides
twelve sides
fifteen sides
seventeen sides
"n9 sides

eiliac21.yisn An equilateral polygon is a polygon all
of whose sides are equal°

egnimEgarmlyzon An equiangular polygon is a polygon all
cf whose angles are equal.

revlar polygon A regular polygon is a polygon all of whose
sides are equal and all of whose angles are
equal.

The set of regular polygons is the inter-
section of the sets of equilateral and
equiangular polygons°

Th. (prove formally) The sum of the angles of a triangle is
equal to a straight angle (180').

Corol. If two angles of one triangle are equal to two angles
of another triangle, the third angles are equal.



Unit V - Pol .ons and Pol hedrons

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (162 - 168)

C (131 - 139)

D (109 - 110)

"NRIIMINanNEMPOING

U

U = the set of all polygons
A = the set of all the equilateral pclygons
B = the set of all the equiangular polygons
A fl B = the set of all regular polygons

?9



Unit V Polygons and Polyhedrons

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

80

Corol. A triangle can have at most one right angle or one
obtuse angle.

Corol. The acute angles of a right triangle are complementary.

Corol. Each angle of an equilateral triangle contains 60°.

Corol. If two angles and a side of one triangle are equal
respectively to two angles and a side of another
triangle, the triangles are congruent. (a.a.s. = a.a.s,)

Corol. If one side of a triangle is extended, the exterior angle
thus formed is equal to the sum of the two remote
interior angles.

exterior angle of a triangle An exterior angle of a triangle is
the angle formed by one side of
the triangle extended through a
vertex,and an adjacent side.



REFERENCES

Unit V - Polygons and Pyhedrone

SUGGESTIONS

E (156 - 161)

F (176 - 180)

A (156 - 15'7)

C (116)

D (ill)

E (142)

F (167, 187)

Bell, E. T. Men cf

HathematiLl. 7711-2699
294-306, 484 509)

Bergamini, David and
the Editors of Life.
Mathematics, (155.167)

Dresden, Arnold.
An Invitation to
Mathematics.

Eves, Howard, An
Introduction to the
History of Mathematics.
(132-134)

Kasner, Edward and
Newman, James.
Mathematics and the

)31-150)

Kline, Morris.
Mathematics in Western
Culture,

NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
.AmuL..1.17

The acceptance of the proof of the theorem, The sum of the
angles in a triangle equals a straight angle," as well as many
other theorem involving the use of parallel lines in their
proof, is dependent upon Euclid's fifth postulate,
This is the famcue "parallel postulate".
Upon examination et' Euclid a original postulates, one has the
feeling that the fifth is not as "self-evident" as the others.

Euclid himself was unable to prove it as a theorem. While he
was also unable to disprove it, there is evidence to the fact
that in later yeare he was dissatisfied with this postulate
and wanted to divorce it from the others.
Mathematicians throughout history have attempted to prove or
disprove this postulate, all unsuccessfully,

Three mathematisians- Lebatehevsky of Russia, Bolyai of Hungary,
and Gauss of Germ4pymorking independently, replaced the
"parallel po5tala-ei.° with one that states, "Through any point
not in a given line more than one line can be drawn parallel to
741E. given line,"

From this postulate developed a geometry which is every bit as
valid and consistent as that of Euclid.
In fact, these geometries are identical with Euclidean geometry
excepting those theorems dependent upon the parallel postulate.
For example, one star ling difference is The sum of the
angles in a triangle is lees than a straight angle."
Gauss did mush cf the ealy work .in his field but failed to
communicate nie findings no the world As a result, most of
the credit is given 'o Boiya.L and particularly to Lobatchevsky.
This branch of non- Euelidean geometry is known as Lobatchevskian
or "hyperbolie" geometry since the nature of the geometry is
best suited to a hyperbolic.% surface (a surface with constant
negative curvature) rather than to a plane surface.
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V - Fulygons aria Polyhedrons

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Th. The sum of the interior angles of a polygon with n sides
is equal to 180*(n - 2)0

Corol. The sum of the exterior angles of a polygon made by
extending each of its sides in succession is 360°0
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Unit V. Polygons and Polyhedrons

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Lieber, Lillian.
Non-PJclidean GeometrY
or Three Moons in
Mathesis.

Smith, D. E. Elltal
of Mathematics, Vol.

17173377770

A

C

D

E

F (63 64)

(170 - 173)

(140 - 143)

(112 - 114)

(218 - 221)

A little later, Riemann, another German mathematician, replaced
the parallel postulate with one that states, *Through a point not
in a line, no line can ba drawn, parallel to the given line."
This postulate leads to the theorem, "The sum of the angles of
a triangle is EL22L2E than a straight angle,* as well as other
contradictory theorems. Hare again, the geometry is consistent
and valid and has turned out to be more.practical than Euclid
in many modern applications,
Einstein used Riemannian geometry in his theory of relativity.
It is also known as "ellirLio.'' geometry (applied to a surface
of cores Gant :urzatare) and is very similar to geometry
applied to the stl:.face of a sphered

Non-alslidean ge,:mietry, in addition to being a worth -'while

logicai exercise for pupils in abstract geometry, plays a vital
role in adva=ed mathematics and science. The question, Is
space curved?* may well bs restated, "Is space best described
by Euclidean, Lobatche7skian, or Riemannian geometry?

See appendix for a ',able ,.:.omparing features of euclidean and

non-Euclidean geometrieau

S - A surface on which,
with restrictions, Riemannian
geometry may be pi:;tured,

flada.01/21 - A surface on
which 14,batchevskian geometry
may be pictured.. A simple
ITyperboloid may also be used
as a surface,
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Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

3,

QUADRILATERALS

To develop an under-
standing of the
definitions for
different types of
quadrilaterals

METHODS OF PROVING
THAT A QUADRILATERAL
IS A PARALLELOGRAM

To develop an aware-
ness of the theorems
which prove that a
quadrilateral is a
parallelogram

trapezium

trapezoid

A trapezium is a quadrilateral with no sides parallel,[
A trapezium is the general form for a quadrilateral,

A trapezoid is a quadrilateral with two and only
two sides parallel.
If the non-parallel sides are'equal, the trapezoid
is called an isosceles trapezoid_,
If a trapezoid has one right angle, it is called a
right trammL#1
The median of a trapezoid is a line segment joining
the midpoints of the non-parallel sides,
The bases of a trapezoid are the parallel sides,

parallelogram A parallelogram is a quadrilateral with opposite
sides parallel,
The symbol for parallelogram is //-77
Properties of a parallelogram:

1, opposite sides are equal
2, opposite angles are equal
3. successive angles are supplementary
4. diagonals bisect each other
5, either diagonal divides the parallelogram

into two congruent triangles

Th. If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, the
figure is a parallelogram.

Th. If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral are equal, the
figure is a parallelogram.

Th. If two sides of a quadrilateral are parallel and equal, the
figure is a parallelogram.

Th. If the successive angles of a quadrilateral are supple-
mentary, the figure is a parallelogram°

Th. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, the
figure is a parallelogram.



REFERENCES

lipMIOMMI.,,

ANIINNIMM.

monisom.
UnIt V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

SUGGESTIONS

A (174 180)

C (11 154,
155 - 161)

D (151 - 159)

E (222 - 228)

F (65 67)

Sidelight, In Great Bri:ain, the definitions of trapezium and
trapezoid are interchanged.

Q..

It not ne:ossary co prove any theorems or exercises con-
ce,mlng the pope:rtics of parallelograms, methods of proving
tnr!:. ars paral1e1 4rams, or the special

re:tanele*. -,:homb.ases and squares. It is better
nave the pap, "r;.i.,:,a::h° these iz.ems, compile lists of

1.n1 Olen L.,rmAlai, .meet lists cooperatively.
tnd :orre.t lis :. nave been compiled, pupils

ra: propetie.: and metnods as acteptable reasons for



Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

111

SPECIAL TYPES OF
PARALLELOGRAMS

To develop the ability
to recognize special
types of parallelo-
grams and to define
the properties of each

SPECIAL THEOREMS
PERTAINING TO CERTAIN
POLYGONS

To develop an under-
standing of theorems
concerning polygons

86

rectangle A. rectangle is a parallelogram with one right angle.
A rectangle has all the properties of a parallelogram
plus the following special properties:

1. has four right angles
2. diagonals are equal.

rhombus A rhombus is a parallelogram with two adjacent sides
equal.
A rhombus has all the properties of a parallelogram
plus the following special properties.

1. all sides are equal
2. the diagonals are perpendicular to each other
3. the diagonals bisect the angles
4. both diagonals divide the rhombus into Anr

congruent triangles.

square A square is a parallelogram with one right angle and
with two adjacent sides equal.
A square has all the properties of a parallelogram
plus:

1. all the special properties of a rectangle
2. all the special properties of a rhombus.

Th. The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is
equidistant from the three vertices.

11



Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A

Below is a Venn diagram of the family of polygons with special

referense to quadrilaterals,

U

IMIIIPWWoqgm..m.mmmw.W.,,gm.00mW.fmmm6.A.NamioammMn.mL..WIOWIMMW

U = the set of all pdygons
A = the set air. quadrilaterals

B = the set all parallelograms
C = the set of all trapezoids
D = the set of all reztangles
E = the set of all Aombuse3
D E = the ae :,17- all square,:s

(:84 191, This theorem may be p27-::vi2 an exeriae,

193
201 Z05)
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Unit V - Poly ons and Polyhedrons

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Th. If a line segment joins the midpoints of two sides of a
triangle, it is parallel to the third side and equal to
half of it.

Corol. If a line bisects one side of a triangle and is parallel
to the second side, it bisects the third side.



Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

REFERENCES

C (154 - 155k,

159 - 161,

182 - 185)

D (159 - 165)

E (230 - 236)

SUGGESTIONS

Add this theorem to the list of methods for proving lines
parallel.

An alternate method for proving theorems is to begin at the
conclusion and think backward until reaching the hypothesis.
This method of discovering a proof is called the analytic
method of attack.

Example: If a line
triangle:
a. it is
b, it is

joins the midpoints of two sides of a

parallel to the third side
equal to half of the third side.

Given: ABC with R and T, the addpoints of AC and BC,
respectively°

To prove: a. RT I I AB

b. RT = YAB)

Plan: Extend RT its own length V and prove that RVBA
is a parallelogram,

Begin at conclusion (hi an."
widow can RT =i(AB)T'

Since RT =-
2
(RV) by constrt.4,tam,

1
RT 17(AB) if AB = RV,

Begin at conclusion (a) a. id aslk,

Mow can it be proved that RTIIAE''
Since RT is part of RV, RTIIAB i. RVIIAB,
RVIIAB and RV = AB if ABVR Ls. a parallerame
ABVR is a parallelogram A:. arld ARUN°
Since AR is part of AC , ARIIEV ACHBV
A011BV if c/1. =

= 12 if RCT VE7
ARCT VBT if 30a,,sQ
This is true 3ince LCTR
Since AR = RC, AR = BV BV
RC = BV if A RCT VEIT,

This has already been proyttl 50 RC = BV sine Copoc.t.e.
Reversing these steps will prz,.3 the exerdseo

A.

and RT TV.

Pupils having diffiuly wIth proof of a problem will often
be able to clear up any difficulty by .one analytic method of
attack.
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Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

POLYHEDRONS

11

To develop an under-
standing of basic
concepts regarding
geometric solids

90

Th. The median of a trapezoid is parallel to the bases and
equal to one-half their sum.

Th. The base angles of an isosceles trapezoid are equal.

Corol. The diagonals of an isosceles trapezoid are equal,

Th. If three or more parallel lines cut off equal segments on
one transversal, they cut off equal segments on every
transversal.

polyhedron A polyhedron is a solid formed by a set of planes
(four or more) which enclose a region of space.
The planes are called the faces of the polyhedron.
These faces are enclosed by polygons.
Thus, the bases of the polygon are polygoral regions.
The intersection of the faces are the edges of the
polyhedron°
The of is the edge of the
dihedral angle formed by the intersection of any
two faces,
The vertices of a polyhedron are the points where
three or more edges intersect.
A diagonal of a polyhedron is a line segment joining
any two vertices not in the same face.

The polyhedron separates space into three
disjoint subsets.

Set A = all the points in the polyhedron
Set B = all the points in the interior of the

polyhedron
Set C = all the points not in the polyhedron

nor in the interior of the polyhedron
A U B = the polyhedral region

convex polyhedron A polyhedron is convex if every edge extended
does not enter the interior region of the
polyhedron.
Unless otherwise indicated, every polyhedron
will be considered as being convex°

section of a solid A plane figure which is formed by the
intersection of a plane and a solid is
called a section of the solid,
The section of a polyhedron is a polygon.



Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

REFERENCES

A (200)

B (61- 62)

C (168)

D (255 - 256)

E (126, 240)

G (27, 29)

SUGGESTIONS

Add this theorem to the list of methods for proving lines
parallel.

An excellent fallacy problem which should be used for enrich-
ment purposes can be found in the appendix.
The fallacy seems to prove, "A right angle is equal to an angle
greater than a right angle!"
The fallacy in the problem becomes readily apparent when the
figure is accurately drawn.

The word "polyhedron" means "many planes".

-7"-"rr- ^
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

92

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

polyhedral angle A polyhedral angle is a figure formed by
three or more planes that meet in a point.
The planes must be so situated that they may
be intersected by another plane, the section
formed being a polygon.

The meeting point of the planes is called the
vertex of the polyhedral angle.
The portions of the planes which form the
polyhedral angle are called the faces.
A face of the polyhedral angle is a
plane angle formed by the edges of any one
face,

A polyhedral angle is named by naming the
vertex point alone, or the vertex pont and
a point on each edge.

Polyhedral IT

or

Polyhedral /T-ABCDE
B

LATB and iBTC are ex,,mple, of face angles.

The measure of a polyhedral angle is equal to
the sum of the measures of its face angles.

A polyhedral angle having three faces is
called a trihedral angle,
Polyhedral angles of four, five, six, and
eight faces respectively are called
tetrahedral, pentahedra l hexahedral, and
octahedral angles,

regular polyhedron A regular' polyhedron is a polyhedron all of
whose fates are congruent regular polygons
and all of wnose polyhedral angles are equal.

There are only five regular polyhedrons.
1. I2Elztetrahedron - four equilateral triangles
20 regular hexahedron or cube - six squares
30 regmlar_iIlLahedron - eight equilateral triangles
40 Emililr dodecahedron - twelve regular pentagons
50 reall4r izosaheciron - twenty equilateral triangles



Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

D (257 - 260)

Cundy, H. M. and
Rollett, A. P.
Mathematical Models.
77-160)

Gamow, G. One, Two
Three -- Infinity!

Other definitions for polyhedral angle are:
1. A figure generated by the rotation of a ray about its end

point while intersecting a polygon in another plane.

2. The configuration formed by the lateral faces of a
polyhedron which have a common vertex.

3. The figure formed by the union of a point and the rays
joining that point to each point of the sides of a
polygon in a plane not containing the point.

The five regular polyhedrons are also known as the Platonic
Solids in honor of their discoverer, Plato.

There are many polyhedrons whose faces are regular polygons
and whose polyhedral angles are equal but whose faces are not
all the same kind of regular polygon. These are known as
Archimedian polyhedrons.
An example is the great rhombicosidodecahedron. This sub-
stantial solid consists of 62 faces, 30 of which are squares,
20 of which are regular hexagons, and 12 of which are regular
decagons.
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CONCEPTS VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

PRISMS

To develop the ability
to classify prisms
as polyhedrons

94

prismatoid A prismatoid is a polyhedron all of whose vertices
lie in two parallel planes.

prism A prism is a polyhedron in which two faces, called bases,
are congruent polygons which lie in parallel planes.
The other faces of the prism are parallelograms and are
called lateral faces.
The intersection of any two lateral faces is called a
lateral ego.

Prisms can be classified according to their bases.
A prism whose bases are triangles is called a
triangular prism.
A prism whose bases are quadrilaterals is called a
Quadrangular prism.
A prism whose bases are hexagons is called a Lemma?...
prism.

A prism whose bases are octagons is called an
octagonal prism.

right prism

oblique prism

A right prism is a prism whose lateral edges are
perpendicular to the bases,

An oblique prism is a prism whose lateral edges
are not perpendicular to the bases.



REFERENCES

Hogben, L. Mathematics
in the Making.
(286-287, 291-294)

Young, F. H. The
Nature of Regular
Polyhedra Infiniti,
and Beyond An
Introduction to Groups.
(1-8)

A (200)

B (84 - 91)

D (261 - 268)

E (240 - 243)

G (30 - 33)

Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

SUGGESTIONS

Have pupils discuss the regular polyhedrons, determining such
features as the number of vertices and edges, the number of
degrees in each polyhedral angle, and so on.

In the chapter on inequalities, pupils will be able to prove
that there are only five regular polyhedrons.

Introduce Euler's Theorem: In any polyhedron which has no
holes, the sum of the number of faces and the number of
vertices is equal to two more than the number of edges.
The formula is V + F = E + 20
Pupils may check this formula first using the regular polyhedrons
and then any irregular polyhedrons.
The proof of Euler's Theorem makes a good project.

Film: Stretching the Imagination (30 min.)
Association Films, Inc.
347 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York

One of the series, "Adventures in Number and Space",,
Bill Baird and his puppets discuss topology and
Euler's theorem.

The relationship among the various polyhedrons may be
illustrated by Venn diagrams.

A

U = the set of all prisms
A = the set of all right prisms
A' = the set of all oblique prisms
(Set A' is the complement of set A)

ti
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Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

PROPERTIES OF PRISMS

To develop an under-
standing of the
properties of prisms

96

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

regular prism A regular prism is a right prism whose bases are
regular polygons°

Parallelepiped A parallelepiped is a prism whose bases are
parallelograms,

right parallelepiped A right parallelepiped is a parallelepiped[
which is a right prism.

rectangular parallelepiped (rectangular prism, rectangular solidi
A rectangular parallelepiped is a
right parallelepiped whose bases are
rectangles.

cube A cube is a rectangular parallelepiped whose faces are
squares,

right section A right section of a prism is the figure formed
by the intersection of a plane perpendicular to
the lateral edges°

Postulate: Sections of a prism made by parallel planes which cute
off the lateral edges or these edges extended are
congruent polygons.

Th. Every section of a prism made by a plane parallel to a base
is congruent to that base,

Th. The opposite faces of a parallelepiped are parallel and
congruent polygons.

Th, The lateral faces of a right prism are rectangles°

Th, The altitude of a right prism equals the lateral edge°



REFERENCES

Unit V - Polygons and Polyhedrons

SUGGESTIONS

U = the set of all prisms
A = the set, of all right prisms
B = the set of all regular prisms
C = the set of all rectangular paraZoqepipeds
B 11 C = the set of all cubes

TJ = the set of all prisms
A = the set of all right prisms
Ag= the set of all oblique prisms
B = the set of all regular prisms
C = the set of all rectangular parallelepipeds
Be.1 C = the set of all cubes
D = the set of all triangular prisms
B (1 D = the set of all regular triangular prisms

It is not necessary to prove any of the theorems in connection
with the properties of prisms and pyramids° It is quite

sufficient to postulate these properties°
Pupils will be able to grasp intuitively the necessary spatial

concepts°
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

PYRAMIDS

To develop the ability
to classify pyramids
as polyhedrons

PROPERTIES OF PYRAMIDS

To develop an under-
standing of the
properties of pyramids

98

pyramid

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

A pyramid is a polyhedron with one face a polygon and
the other faces triangles with a common vertex.
The polygon is called the base of the pyramid and the
triangles are called the lateral faces.
The common vertex of the lateral faces is called the
vertex of the pyramid.
The intersections of pairs of lateral faces are the
lateral ems.
The perpendicular distance from
is called the altitude.

the base

A pyramid is classified by the type of polygon which
is its base.
A pyramid whose base is a triangle is a triangular
pyramid.
A pyramid whose base is a square is called a so care
pyramid.

regular pyramid A regular pyramid is a pyramid whose base is a
regular polygon and whose lateral faces are
congruent triangles.
The slant height of a regular pyramid is the
altitude of any of its lateral faces.

Th. The slant heights of a regular pyramid are equal.

Th. The lateral faces of a regular pyramid are enclosed by
congruent isosceles triangles..

Th. The altitude of a regular pyramid passes through the
center of the base°

frustum of a pyramid A frustum of a pyramid is the portion of
a pyramid between the base and a plane
parallel to the base.
The bases of the frustum are.

l° the base of the pyramid
2° the section made by the intersection

of the plane and the pyramid.

The lateral faces of a frustum of a
pyramid are trapezoids.

truncated_pyramid A truncated pyramid is the portion of a
pyramid between the base and a plane oblique
to the base.
The bases are:

the base of the pyramid
2° the section made by the intersection

of the plane and the pyramid.
The lateral faces of a truncated pyramid are
trapeziums.

. 13
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REFER LACES

A (200)

B (111 - 115)

C (10, 277)

D (270 - 275)

E (276 - 277,
444 - 445)

F (276, 518)

G (40 - 42)

Unit V - Polygons and polyhedrons

SUGGESTIONS

The teacher should use any models available.
The teacher will need to use good judgment in selecting an
adequate number of appropriate exercises from the references
listed.
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

INEQUALITIES

To develop an under-
standing of the
terminology for the
order of inequalities

AXIOMS OF INEQUALITY

To develop an under-
standing of the axioms
of inequality

102

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

inequalities of the,same order Two inequalities are of the same 11
order if the same inequality
sign is used in both
inequalities.

6 > 5 is in the same order as
7 > 20

inequalities of the opposite order Two inequalities are of the
opposite order if the greater
inequality sign is in one
inequality and the lessef
inequality synbol is in the
other inequality.

6 > 5 is in opposite order from
2 < 7.

10 Addition axiom (equal and unequal quantities) If equal
quantities are added to unequal quantities,
the sums are unequal in the same order.

2. Addition axiom (unequal quantities) If unequal quantities
are added to unequal quantities of the same
order, the sums are unequal in the same order,

minus equal quantities) 1-
are subtracted from
the remainders are
orderQ

3. Subtraction axiom (unequal quantities
If equal quantities
unequal quantities,
unequal in the same

i[

4. Subtraction axiom (equal quantities minus unequal quantities)
If unequal quantities are subtracted from
equal quantities, the remainders are
unequal in the opposite order,

4a0 Corol. Supplements or complements of unequal angles are
unequal in the opposite order.



Unit VI - Inequalities

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (300 - 303)

C (197 - 199)

D (174 - 178)

E (487 - 490)

F (101)

Examples:
1. If a > b, then a + x > b + x.

2. If a > b, and c > d, then a + c > b + cl.

If a > b, then a - x > b e x.

4. If a > b, then x - a < x

4a0 If LA > ZB, then (90° - LA) < (90° - Z13).

If LA < ZE39 then (180° o LA) > (180° -

8 > 5
+ (2 = 2)

10 >

5 > 2
+ (9 >

14 >10

9 > 6
- (4 = 4)

5 > 2

7 =?
12>_21,
2 < 4

1
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

5. Multiplication ax_ iom If unequal quantities are multiplied
by positive equal quantities, the products
are unequal in the same order,
If unequal quantities are multiplied by
negative equal quantities, the products are
unequal in the opposite order.

6. Division axiom If unequal quantities are divided by
positive equal quantities, the quotients
are unequal in the same order.
If unequal quantities are divided by
negative equal quantities, the quotients
are unequal in the opposite order.

7. Transitive axiom If three quantities are so related that
the first is greater than the second and
the second is greater than the third,
then the first is greater than the third.

8. Powers and roots axiom Equal positive powers of positive
unequal quantities are unequal in the
same order°
Equal positive roots of positive unequal
quantities are unequal in the same order.

9. Axiom of the whole The whole is greater than any of its
parts.



Unit VI - Inequalities

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

5, If a > b, then ax > bx, where x > 00

If a > b, then ax < bx, where x < 0.

b
6,, If a > b, then a

> To where x > 0.

If a > b, then X < x9 where x < 0

4 3
X (5 =

>
5)

20 > 15

4 > 3
X (-5 = -5)

-20 <-15

2 > 2

."-2

7. If a > b and b > 9 then a > 41. 8 > 5 and 5 > 3, then 8 > 3

8. If a > b and a > 0 and b > 0, then a2 > b2.

25 > 16, then 625 > 256.

If a> b and a > 0 and b > 0, then >
25 > 16, then 5 > 4.

9, If a = b + k, then a > b and a > k.
9 = 4 + 5, then 9 > 4 and 9 > 5,,
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

H

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

THEOREMS OF
INEQUALITY

To develop an under-
standing of theorems
involving inequalities

106

Th. (prove formally) If one side of a triangle is extended, the
exterior angle formed is greater than either of the remote
interior angles.



Unit VI - Inequalities

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (303 304,
308 - 311)

C (200 - 203)

D (178 - 183)

E (490 - 495)

Th. If one side of a triangle is extended, the exterior angle
formed is greater than either of the remote interior
angles.

Given A ABC with AC extended to D.

To proven LBCD > go

A li

Plano Let E be the midpoint of BC.
Draw AE and extend AE to F so that AE = EF,
Draw CF.

Proof

Statements

1. BE = EC

2. AE = EF
3. ZBEA. = ZCEF

4. ,L AEB `.1-# FEC

5. LB = LECF
6. LBCD = LECF + LFCD

7. LBCD = LB + LFCD
8 LBCD > LB

Reasons

1. A midpoint divides a line
segment in two equal parts.

2. So drawn
3. Vertical angles are equal.

s,a.s. = sa.s.
5. C.p.c.t.e.
6. Axiom of the whole

(equalities)
7. Substitution axiom
8. Axiom of the whole

(inequalities)

The proof that LBCD > LBAC is similar to the above proof.
This theorem is proved without the use of the corollary,
"The exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the
remote interior angles," and should be presented to the
pupils in the above' manner,

107
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Th. If two sides of a triangle are unequal, the angles opposite
those sides are unequal in the same order.

Th. If two angles of a triangle are unequal, the sides opposite
those angles are unequal in the same order.

Corol. The sum of any two sides of a triangle is greater than
the third side.

Th. The sum of the face angles of a polyhedral angle is less
than 360°.

Th. The sum of any two face angles in a trihedral angle is
greater than the third face angle,

Corolo The sum of any (n 1) face angles in a polyhedral angle
with n faces is greater than the nth face angle.

108
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Unit VI - Inequalities

SUGGESTIONS

A (324)

B (62 - 65)

G (88 - 91)

These theorems may be proved indirectly as an exercise.

To help pupils see this theorem intuitively, a simple but very
helpful model may be made.
Use a piece of plywood board of approximately equal length and
width, rubber bands or elasticized string, and thumbtacks,

o Fasten three thumbtacks to the board to represent three non-
collinear points A, B, and C in plane M. (See Figure #1.)

Use three broken rubber bands or three pieces of elasticized
string.

. Tie one end of each piece to each of the three tacks.

Tie the other ends together at point D and mo.ke a loop at
this conjuncture.

Grasp the loop between the thumb and forefinger and pull it
up and down,

This will show that while the three lines meeting at D are
in the plane, the sum of the angles formed is 360°. But as
soon as a polyhedral angle is formed by pulling the loop up,
the sum will be less than 360°. (See Figure #2.)

0

te- Loop

MMMOMMEMWROMEOWN
ig. Fig. #2

If two face angles of a trihedral angle are known, the limits of
the third face angle can be found as follows,

lo Lower limit Subtract the smaller of the two known fate
angles from the larger.

2. Upper limit. Add the two face angles.
a. If the sum of the known face angles is less than 180°,

the sum is the upper limit,
b. If the sum of the known face angles is greater than

180°, subtract this sum from 360° to obtain the upper
Limit.
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REFERENCES

Young, F. H. The
Nature of Regular
Polyhedra Infinitz
and avond An
Introduction to
Groups. (1-8)

SUGGESTIONS

Unit VI - Ine ualities

The concept of a limit may be explained concisely by stating
that a quantity may come very close to being a certain amount
but can never quite reach that amount,

In testing whether any combination of angles can be face angles
of a polyhedral angle, ask

lu Is the sum of all the angles < 360°?
2r Is the sum of any (n l) face angles > the nth face

angle?

Have pupils complete the second and third columns of this table°

Can a polyhedral angle
be formed from!,

Sum of the
face angles

Answer

three equilateral triangles? 180° has

four equilateral triangles? 240° Yes

five equilateral triangles? 300° Yes

six equilateral triangles? 360° No

seven equilateral triangles? 420° No

three squares? 270° Yes

four squares? 360° No

five squares? 450° No

three regular pentagons? 324° Yes

four regular pentagons? 432° No

three regular hexagons? 360° No

four regular hexagons? 480° No

three regular heptagons? 3g '''ric
(

No

From this table, pupils will conclude that it is impossible to
form a polyhedral angle using more than five equilateral
triangles, more than three quares, or more than three regular
pentagons No polyhedral angles may be formed using all regular
hexagons, heptagons, octagons, and so on.
This development should lead pupils to conclude that there are
only five regular polyhedrons,
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Unit VII - Ratio and Proportion (5 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

RATIO AND PROPORTION

To reinforce the
basic concepts of
ratio and proportion

114

ratio The ratio of one quantity to another quantity is their

quotient°
The quotient is obtained by dividing the first quantity
by the second quantity,
One does not find the ratio of one obiect to another but
rather the ratio of two numbers which are the measures
of the objects,

The symbol for ratio is ""° The ratio of a to b may

be written
a

or ,1:b°

proportion A proportion is a statement of equality of two
ratios Four quantities are in proportion when
the ratio of the first pair equals the ratic of
the .5e3ond pair,

a
This is written as b

= or afb

It is read as a divided by b equals c divided by d

or

a is to b as c is to d0

In this proportion a, b9 and d are respectively
the first, second, third, and fourth terms,

extremes The first and fourth terms are called the extremes of
the proportion.

means The second and third terms are called the means of the

proportion
i(



REFERENCES

A

C

D

E

F

(327
336

(205

(309

(259
263

(229

- 329,
- 341)

- 207)

- 316)

- 260,
- 267)

- 237)

334,



Unit VII - Ratio and Proportion

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

PROPERTIES OF
PROPORTIONS

To develop an appre-
ciation of the
relationships con
cerning proportions

116

.''-'7Y'-'7"-^

In any proportion, the product of the extremes is equal to
the product of the means°

If the product of two non-zero numbers is equal to the
product of two other non-zero numbers, the members of one
pair may be made the means in a proportion and the members
of the other pair may be made the extremes of a proportion.

If the numerators of a proportion are equal, the denominators
are equal. The converse of this is true.

If three terms of one proportion are equal respectively to
the three corresponding terms of another proportion, the
remaining terms are equal,.

The terms of a proportion are in proportion by alternation;
that is the first term is to the third as the second is to
the fourth,

li

The terms of a proportion are in proportion by inversion;
that is, the second term is to the first as the fourth is to
the thirdv

The terms of a proportion are in proportion by addition
that is the sum of the first and second terms is to the
second term as the sum of the third and fourth terms is to
the fourth

The terms of a proportion are in proportion by subtraction;
that is, the first term minus the second is to the second
as the third term minus the fourth is to the fourth,

In a series of equal ratios, the ratio of the sum of the
numerators to the sum of the denominators is equal to the
ratio of any numerator to its denominator,

'77=mlr-.
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Unit VII - Ratio and Proportion

SUGGESTIONS

a c
1. If u u, then ad = bc.

2. If of = gh, then 28 = or as well as others.

3. If a k
Y'

then x = y. If = it then x = y.

If %-a =
C9 b ks

and = I, then x yob

If I;a a then = as

If lap = d, then
b
a

d=

a c a+ b c + d
7. If s = 3, then b = d

a c a - c d
8. If = then

b
b d' b = d °

9, If =
d
=

f
= o =a c e

b
nniv then

a+c+e+...m a m
b+d+f+0. on =

b
= 0 o= n
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TCFICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

118

fourth proportional Tne fourth term of a proportion is called
the fourth proportional to the other three
terms

mean proportional When the means of a proportion are the same,
either of them is called the mean proportional I
between the other two°

muare root The .civare root of a number is one of two equal
factors of the numbeto
The symbol for square root 16 :11/.40

ii

proportional lialAmmtnta Tv:, lines are dividea proportionally
Itif the segments of one have the same

ratio as the corresponding segments
of the other°



Unit VII , Ratio and Proportion

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (341

C (208,

D (316

E (261

A line segment is divided by the golden section if the ratio of
the shorter section to the longer section is equal to the ratio
of the longer se :tion to the whole line segment.

b a + b

A line segment is tai d to be most harmoniously divided when it
is divided into extreme and mean ratio by the golden section,
Using these sections to make a rectangle, this rectangle is more
pleasing to the eye than any other rectangle.
The Greeks credit Pythagoras with the discovery of the golden
section,

Many famous painters have used the golden section in their work.
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Botticelli, and Dali are a fed,
Mother Nature uses the golden ratio in the design of the
sunflower, the starfish, and others,

Film Donald in Mathmagic. Land (26 min. - Color)
Walt Disney

Mr, Charles Jessen
237 1AL Northwest Highway
Park Ridge. Illinois

An entertaining filmexcellent material on applications
of ratio and proportion, particularly the golden ratio,.

- 344)

216) Teacher note The third proportional is the fourth term in
a proportion having means which are the same

- 321) number,
Do not confuse third proportional with the

- 263) third te:m,
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Unit VII - Ratio and Pro

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

PROPOSITIONS INVOLVING
RATIO AND PROPORTION

To develop the ability
to discuss certain
theorems and
postulates involving
ratio and proportion

120

ortion

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Postulates A line parallel to one side of a triangle and
intersecting the other two sides divides the sides
into proportional segments.

Corol. On any two transversals, three parallel lines cut off
segments, which when taken in the same order, have the
same ratio,

Th° The bisector cf an interior angle of a triangle divides
the opposite side into segments proportional to the
adjacent sides.

Postulate If a line divides two sides of a triangle propor-
tionally, it is parallel to the third side,

Th. Tf two or more straight lines are cut by three or more
parallel planes, their corresponding segments ars
proportional,

Th, If a pyramid is cut by a plane parallel to the base and
not passing through the vertex, the lateral edges and
altitude are divided proportionally.



U:.it VII Ratic and Proportion

REFERENCES I SUGGESTIONS

A (330 - 333, 335, Have the pupil prepare a list of ways to prove line segments
347 - 354) proportional,

B (44 - 45, 116 -

120, selected
exercises)

C

D

E

(210 - 211,
214 - :15,
217 - 221)

(322 - 327)

(268 - 2729
276 - 278)

G (83 - 85)

Add this postulate to the summary of ways for proving 111;
parallel.

V

Given: Pyramid V-ABCDE,
altitude VP,
plane R parallel to the
base and cutting the
lateral edges at
A ", 13% C°, D°, and E10

VP VA" VB" VC '° VD' VE'To prove: -- =
VP VA VB VC VD VE

The complete theorem has three conclusions.
If a pyramid is cut by a plane parallel to the base and not
passing through the vertex,

1. the lateral. edges and altitude are divided proportionally
2. the section is a pelygon similar to the base
3. the area of the se::tion 13 to thL, area of the base as

the square of its distance from the vertex is to the
square of tha altitude of the pyramid.

The second conclusicn will be discussed in the unit on similar
polygons.

The third conclusIon will be discussed in the unit on areas of
polygons and circles,
The teacher should use good judgment in the selection of
exercises from the references listed.
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SIMILAR POLYGONS

14 Sessicns



Unit VIII - Similar Polygons (14 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

SIMILAR POLYGONS

14

To develop an under-
standing of similar
polygons

To develop an under-
standing of theorems
involving similar
triangles

124

similar polygons Simila: polygons are polygons whose corre.
sponding angles are equal and whose corre-
sponding sides are in proportion.

The symbol for similar is ne% ",

The (prove formally) Two triangles are similar if two angles
of one are equal to two angles of the other.

Corol, Two triangles are similar if their corresponding sides
are parallel

Corol, Two right'triangles are similar if an acute angle of
one is equal to an v.!ute angle of the other,

Th0 Two triangles are similar if an angle of one is equal to an
angle of the other and the sides including these angles are
in proportion,

Th. Two triangles are similar if their corresponding sides are
in proportion

Th, Corresponding altitudes, medians, and angle bisectors of
similar triangles have the same ratio as any two
corresponding sides.

Th, The ratio of the perimeters of two similar polygons is
equal to the ratio of any pair of corresponding sides.

Th. If two polygons are composed of the same namber of
triangles, similar ea -h to each and correspondingly placed,
the polygons are similar,

Th. If a pyramid is cut by a plane parallel .z,o tne base and
not passing through the vertex, the section formed is a
polygon similar to the base,



Unit VIII - Similar Polygons

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (355 - 366, 390)

B (116)

C

D

E

F

G

(223 - 238)

(328 - 333,

337 - 339)

(291 - 303)

(238 - 258)

(84)

Note that neither condition alone is sufficient to insure that
the two polygons are similar.
A square and a rectangle satisfy the condition that the
corresponding angles are equal but the figures are not similar,
A square and a rhombus satisfy the condition that the
corresponding sides are in proportion but the figures are not
similar.

Film: Similar Triangles in Use (11 min. - Color)
International Film Bureau
332 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 4, Illinois

Good story filmillustrates practical applications of
similar triangles.
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Unit VIII - Similar Polygons

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

PROJECTION

To clarify the concept
of projection with
respect to points,
lines, and planes

126

projection of a point on a line The projection of a point on
a line is the foot of the perpendicular drawn from
the point to the line°

projection of a line segrznt on a line The projection of a
line segment on a line is the segment included
between the projection of the end points of the given
line segment on the given line.

pxojectior'snt on a plane The projection of a point on
a plane is the foot of the perpendicular drawn from
the point to the plane°
The perpendicular is called the mits±Ing1100
The plane is called the plane of

o ection of a line se ment on a la7e The projection of a
line segment on a plane is the segment whose end
points are the projection of the end points of the
given line segment on the plane.

ro ection of a curve on a plane The projection of a curve on
a plane is the projection of each point in the
curve on the plane.



REFERENCES

Unit VIII - Similar Poky,:ons

SUGGESTIONS

B (54 - 58)

C (108 - 109)

E (307)

F (259)

G (81 - 83)

The projections referred to here are orthogonal projections.
In the first drawing below, the projection of P on m is QV
In the second drawing P is its own projection on m.
In the other drawings the projection of CD on m is AB,
FG respectively.

PT
(1) 1 (2)

IL.

C

11

(4)

( 3 )

(5)

In the drawings below, R is the plane of
given line segment (or curve), and CD is

F

A B

D

projection, AB is the
the projection of AB°

A

I 11
,1

1111,1,11111; 11.111

iti

11 It till

I

-

1 1

A different type of projection, namely a central projection, is
made by starting with a fixed point outside of the given point or
line segment, and from the fixed point projecting lines through
every point of the given line segment onto the plane of
projection, as shown fill the drawing.

P is the outside point°
AB is the given line segmentu
LN is the projection°

P

A

B
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Unit VIII - Similar Polygons

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

RIGHT TRIANGLES

To develop an under-
standing of theorems
pertaining to the
right triangle

To develop the ability
to prove these
theorems through the
use of similar
trianglez

Th. (prove formally) If the altitude is drawn to the hypotenuse
of a right triangle, the two triangles formed are similar to
the given triangle and to each otter.

Corol. Either leg of a right triangle is the mean proportional
between the hypotenuse and the projection of that leg
on the hypotenuse.

Corol. The altitude drawn tc the hypotenuse of a right triangle
is the mean proportional between the segments of the
hypotenuse°

Th, (prove formally) In any right triangle, the square of the
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the square of the legs.
(Pythagorean Theorem)



Unit VIII - Similar Polygons

REFERENCES

A (374 - 3899
390 - 393)

C (239 - 256)

D (342 - 350)

E (308 - 3249
330 - 338)

F (260 - 290)

SUGGESTIONS

Glenn, W. H. and
Johnson, D. A. The

tha& x1Theorein.

Kline, Morris°
Mathematics in Western
Culture. (8-99 32-41)

Problems pertaining to projections should be assigned to pupils

upon completion of theorems concerning the right triangle.

The discovery of the proof of the "right triangle" theorem is
credited to Pythagoras, a Greek mathematician and founder of a

secret society°
There are over 1,000 different proofs of this theorem°
Among the authors of such proofs are Napoleon Bonaparte and
President James A. Garfield°
The Pythagorean Theorem, a book by Eo So Loomis, contains over

370 of these proofs°
A good pupil project is "Other Proofs of the Pythagorean Theoreeo
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Unit VIII - Similar Polygons

LOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Tho (prove formally) If the sum of the squares of two sides of
a triangle is equal to the square of the third side, the
triangle is a right triangle.
This is the converse of the previous theorem,
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REFERENCES
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Unit VIII - Similar Polygons

SUGGESTIONS

the sum of the squares of two sides of a triangle is equal to
the square of the third side, the triangle

Given: ABC with sides a, b, and c

and c2 = a-2 + b2

To prove: A ABC is a right triangle.

Plan: Draw a right triangle AvEng
with legs equal to a and b
and with hypotenuse x.
(Right angle at C0)0

Proof

Statements

le a
2
+ b

2
= c 2

20 a2 + b2 = x2

3. c
2 = x-2

4. c = x, c > 0
50 AIABC A.213C9

60 1P = IC"
70 2pg is a right angle
8. 1C is a right angle
90 :.1:1 ABC is a right triangle

lc,

is a right triangle.
B

Reasons

Given

2. In a right triangle the
square of the hypotenuse
equals the sum of the
squares of the two leg3e
Transitive axiom
Pourrs and roots axiom
ses.s. = s.s.s.
C.p.cet.e.
Given

Substitution axiom
Definition of a right
triangle

30

4.

50

6.

70

8.

9,
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Unit VIII - Similar Po' tons
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

132

Corol. In any isosceles right triangle (450 - 450 - 90°) the
ratio of the hypotenuse to either leg

Corol. In any 300 60° - 90°
lo the ratio of the

2:10

2a the ratio of the

2°M-- (or 2163).
3. the ratio of the

right triangle
hypotenuse to the shorter leg is

hypotenuse to the longer leg is

longer leg to the, shorter leg is

Tho The square of the diagonal of a rectangular prism is equal
to the sum of the squares of the three dimensions°



Unit VIII - Similar Polygons

REFEREJCES I SUGGESTIONS

Pupils should be given enough exercises pertaining to the
45-45-90 degree right triangle and the 3060-90 degree right
triangle so that the relationship between the sides becomes
firmly established°
Having pupils memorize the diagrams below will aid in the
understanding and retention of these relationships,
The continued recurrence of these specific relationships in
more advanced mathematics courses amply justified requiring
their memorization°

d,

1

600

.16

B (93 - 95 selected The proof of the "three-dimensional Pythagorean theorem" is
exercises) simple and may be done as an exercise°

E (inserts between
312 and 313,

339)

F (inserts between
272 and 273)

"The sum of the bases of any trapezoid is equal to zero P" is
the title of an interesting fallacy problem which may be
offered as a challenge to superior pupils,
This is a difficult problem,,

The fallacy and its solution may be found in the appendix°
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Unit IX - Circles and S

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

CIRCLES AND SPHERES

To develop an under-
standing of the
vocabulary pertaining
to circles and spheres

136

hexes 22 sessions)

3175.74 .

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

circle A circle is the set of points in a plane which are
equally distant from a fixed point in the plane called
the center.
A circle separates the set of points in a plane into
three disjoint subsets; the circle itself, the interior
of the circle, and the exterior of the circle.
The symbol for circle is "0".

interior of a circle The interior of a circle is the set of all
the points in the plane of the circle
whose distance from the center is less
than th radius.

exterior of a circle The exterior of a circle is the set of all
the points in the plane of the circle
whose distance from the center iz greater
than the radius.

radius (plural radii) A radius of a circle is a line segment
from the center of a circle to any point
in the circle.

diameter The diameter of a circle is a line segment which
passes through the center of the circle and whose end
points are in the circle.

arc An arc is the union of two points in a circle and all the
points in the circle between them.
An arc is a subset of a circle.
The symbol for arc is 4/"*".
An arc is named by its end points.

semicircle

minor arc

Halaam

A semicircle is an arc which is half of a circle.

A minor arc is an arc less than a semicircle.

A major arc is an arc greater than a semicircle.



REFERENCES

Unit IX - Circles and Spht-es

SUGGESTIONS

A (2, 3, 206 - 209,

225, 235, 314)

B (144 - 154
selected
exercises)

C (351 - 352, 452)

D (209 - 215)

E (14 - 15,

341 - 343)

F (68 - 70,
71 - 79 selected
exercises,
322 - 327)

G (53)

To avoid confusion when naming minor arcs or major arcs, use
at least three letters to name major arcs.

Minor Am,

Pat is the minor arc.

ADB is the major arc.
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Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

138

sphere

radius

diameter

-....merwMIN6

A sphere is the set of all points in space which are
equally distant from a fixed point called the center.
A sphere separates all the points of space into three
subsets all the points in the sphere, all the points
in the interior of the sphere, and all the points in
the exterior of the sphere°

A radius of a sphere is a line segment from the center
of the sphere to any point in the sphere.

A diameter of a sphere is a line segment which
passes through the center of the sphere and whose
end points are in the sphere.

hemisphere A hemisphere is half a sphere.

Postulate The diameter bisects the circle and conversely,

Postulate: A straight line cannot intersect a circle or a
sphere in more than two points.

equal circles (spheres) Equal circles (spheres) are circles
(spheres) having equal radii or equal diameters.
AU radii and all diameters of the same or equal
circles (spheres) are equal.

concentric circles (spheres) Concentric circles are circles in
the same plane with the same center and with
unequal radii.
Spheres are concentric if they have the same
center and unequal radii.

chord A chord is a line se ment connecting any two points in

a circle (sphere

secant A secant is a line which intersects a circle (sphere) in

two points.

I]
Lan salt A tangent to a circle is a line which is co lanar with

the circle and has only one point in common with the
circle°
A tangent to a sphere is a line which has only one
point in common with the sphere.
The common point is called the point of tangency or

1
the point of contact°
A plane is tangent to a sphere if it has one and only
one point in common with the sphere.
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Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Note that the sphere is the surface, not the portion of space

enclosed by the surface.

Concentric
Circles

Plane Tangent
to a Sphere



Unit II - Circles and Spheres

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

THEOREMS ON CIRCLES
AND SPHERES

To develop an under-
standing of certain
theorems pertaining to
chords and arcs of a
circle

140

line oLunters The line of centers of two coplanar circles
(two spheres) is the line segment joining the
centers of the circles (spheres).

central an le The central angle of a circle (sphere) is an
angle whose vertex is the center of the circle
(sphere) and whose sides are radii of the
circle (sphere)0

equal arcs Equal arcs are arcs in the same or equal circles
which subtend equal central angles.

Since a definition is reversible, this means that
in the same or equal circles equal arcs subtend
2gual central angles and equal central angles
intercept equal arcso

midpoint of an arc The midpoint of an arc is the point in the
arc which divides it into two equal arcs.

dual arcs Unequal arcs in the same or equal circles subtend
unequal central angles, the longer arc subtending
the greater central angle,

Since a definition is reversible, this means that [
in the same or equal circles unequal minor arcs
subtend une ual central angles of the same order
and unequal central angles intercept unequal minor
arcs of the same order.

Tho In the same circle or in equal circles, equal chords have
equal arcs.

Corol. In the same circle or in equal circles, the longer of
two chords has the longer minor arc.

Th. In the same circle or in equal circles, equal arcs have
equal chords.

Corol. In the same circle or in equal circles, the longer of
two minor arcs has the longer chord°

Th. If a line through the center of a circle is perpendicular
to a chord, it bisects the chord and its arc.

Corol. A line through the center of a circle and bisecting a
chord (not a diameter) is perpendicular to the chord,



Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (209 - 213,
315 - 316)

C (353 356)

D (215 - 219,

223 - 224)

2 (344 - 350,
498 - 501)

F (340 - 344)

The central angle AOB is said to ittIngla the arc AB.
The arc AB is said to subtend, the central angle AOB.

Pupils should periodically add to their lists of ways to prove
line segments equal, ways to prove angles equal, and others.
They should now begin a list of ways to prove arcs equal,
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Unit IX - Circles and S heres

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

142

Th. The perpendicular bisector of a chord of a circle passes
through the center of the circle.

Th. The perpendicular bis%,ctors of two non-parallel chords of
a circle intersect at the center of the circle.

Th. In the same circle or in equal circles, equal chords are
equally distant from the center.

Coro'. In the same .lircle or in equal circles, unequal chords
are unequally distant from the center, the longer chord
being the nearer.

Th. In the same circle or in equal circles, chords equally
distant from the center are equal.

Corol. In the same circle or in equal circles, chords unequally
distant from the center are unequal, the chord nearer
to the center being the longer.

Th. If two circles intersect, the line of centers is the
perpendicular bisector of the common chord.



REFERENCES

Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

SUGGESTIONS

The theorem concerning the perpendicular bisectors of two non-
parallel chords may be proved as an exercise.
In the unit on constructions this theorem may be used to find
the center of a circle.

This theorem may be proved as an exercise.
Use congruent triangles.
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Unit IX Circles and Spheres

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

To develop an under-
standing of certain
theorems involving
tangents to circles
and spheres

144

Th, (prove formally) If a line is tangent to a circle, it is
perpendicular to the radius drawn to the point of tangency.

Corol. A straight line perpendicular to a radius at its outer

extremity is tangent to the circle. (Line and circle

are cpplanaro)

Corol, A line coplanar to a circle and perpendicular to a

tangent at the point of tangency passes through the

center of the circle,

Corol. A line from the center of a circle and perpendicular

to a tangent passes through the point of tangency,

Th. If a plane is tangent to a sphere, it is perpendicular to

the radius drawn to the point of tangency,



REFERENCES

Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

SUGGESTIONS

A (214 - 220,

221 - 223
selected
exercises)

B (149 - 151)

C (356 - 362)

D (224 - 233)

E (350 - 356)

F (70)

Given: DE tangent to circle 0 at T.

OT is a radius.

To prove: DE OT

Plan: Draw a line OV to any
point V distinct from
T on line DE.
Prove OV > OT.

Proof

Statements

1. DE tangent to circle 0
at T

2u OV, from point V
on DE and distinct
from T

3. V is in the exterior
of circle O.

4. OV > OT

5. OT I DE

Reasons

le Given

2, Construction

3. V is not in the circle
since a tangent has only
one point in common with
a circle and V is distinct
from To
V is not in the interior
of the circle since a line
joining V and T would
intersect the circle in
two points.

4. Definition of the exterior
of the circle.

5. The shortest distance from
a point to a line is a
perpendicular.
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Unit IX - Circles and S heres

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

146

lemalAtalmontAcLasircle from an external point The
length of a tangent to a circle from an external
point is the length of a segment joining the
external point to the point of tangency,

Th. The tangents to a circle from an external point are equal.

Coral. If two tangents are drawn to a circle from an external
point, they make equal angles with a line segment
joining the point to the center of the circle.

tangent circles, Two circles are tangent to each other if they
are coplanar and tangent to the same line
at the same point,

tangent spheres Two spheres are tangent to each other if they
are both tangent to the same plane at the same
point.



Unit IX Cimles and Spheres

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Note: Two spheres are not necessarily tangent to each other if
they are each tangent to the same line at the same point.
See drawing.
Two spheres can be tangent to the same line at the same
point and intersect in which case the spheres are not
tangent to each other,



Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CCNCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

148

...iteL21rnall.U.azigit circles and spheres Spheres and coplanar
circles are internally tangent if they are tangent
and if one lies wholly within the other.

externallyclesar____pidsheres Spheres and coplanar
circles are externally tangent if they are tangent
and if one lies wholly outside the other.

common tangent, A common tangent is a
two coplanar circles.

Iltffanttghheeeeommon

tangent

common
centers, then it is a

line of centers, then
nt.

ommon

line tangent to each of

intersects the line of
common internal tan nt.
does not intersect the
it is a common external

Th. If two circles are tangent to each other, their line of
centers passes through the point of tangency.
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Unit IX - Circles and S heres

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Do not allow pupils to confuse internally and externally tangent
circles with common internal and external tangents.

These circles are internally tangent.
The line is a common external tangent.

These circles are externally tangent.
The line is a common internal tangent.

A line is a common internal tangent to two circles if the circles
lie on opposite sides of the line.
A line is a common external tangent to two circles if the
circles lie on the same side of the line.

These lines are common internal
tangents.

These lines are common external
tangents.

Have the pupils discover how many common internal tangents or
common external tangents the following have.

1, two concentric circles
2, two internally tangent circles
3. two externally tangent circles
4. two coplanar circles that intersect
5, two coplanar circles that do not intersect nor contain

each other

Determine the maximum number of common internal and external
tangents.
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Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

To develop an under-
standing of certain
theorems pertaining
to measurement of
angles in a circle

150

Postulate: A central angle has the same number of degrees as
its intercepted arc°

inscribed angle An inscribed angle is an angle formed by two
chords drawn from the same point in a circle.
An inscribed angle is said to intercept the
arc between its sides
An angle is said to be inscribed in an arc if
its vertex is in the arc and its sides
terminate in the end points of the arc,

Th. (prove formally) An inscribed angle is measured by half
the intercepted arc.

Corol. An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right angle°

Corol. In the same or in equal circles if two inscribed angles
intercept the same or equal arcs, the angles are equal.

Corol. The circle whose diameter is the hypotenuse of a right
triangle passes through the vertex of the right angle
of the triangle.

Corol. The opposite angles of an inscribed quadrilateral are
supplementary,

inscribed polygon An inscribed polygon is a polygon whose
vertices lie in the

circumscribed polygon A circumscribed polygon is a polygon
whose sides are tangent to the circle,

ad.



Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

It is advisable to review the necessary elementary algebra in
order to prove theorems and exercises involving angle measurement.

Inscribed .01C intercepts 'AZ and is said to be inscribed in a,

Have pupils note that an angle inscribed in a minor arc is
obtuse and an angle inscribed in a major arc is acute.

The polygon is inscribed in the circle.
The circle is circumscribed around
(circumscribes) the polygon.

The polygon is circumscribed about the

circle.
The circle is inscribed in the polygon.



Unit IX - Circles and Spheres
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Th. An angle formed by two chcrd5 vit'-.in a cIrcle
is measured by half the sum of its intercepted arcs.

Th. An angle formed by A tangent and a -or1 r!ri.wl; frc the
point of tangency is measured by
arc,

Th. The angle between two secants, two tangents, or a tant?ent
anu a secant intersecting outside a circle is measured by
half the difference of their intercepted arcs.

Th, Parallel lines intercept equal ar. in a



Unit IX C,rcles and Spheres

REFERENCES SUGGESTICNS

To help pupils remember these theorems state that
le, if the vertex of the angle formediis within the circle,

it is measured by half the sum of the intercepted arcs.
2, if the vertex of the angle formed is in the circle, it

is measured by half the intercepted arc.
3, if the vertex of the angle formed is outside the circle,

the angle is measured by half the difference of the
intercepted arcs

Some texts generalize these four theorems as "The angle formed
by two intersecting lines, either cutting or tangent to a
circle, is measured by half the sum of the intercepted arcso"
To apply this theorem, it is necessary to know that

1.0 if the intercepted arc is concave when viewed from .he
vertex, it Is called a positive arc,

20 if the arc is convex wnen viewed from the vertex, i
is called a negative arc

m
m is concave

R is concave

9. is concaN;e

n is zero

m is concave

n is convex

m 10 'L0iiC.

R is ze:3



Unit IX Circles and Spheres

TOPICS Amp CBJECTI7ES

To develop an under-
standing of certain
theorems pertaining
to spheres

154

57y5CI:Z

Th. The intersection of a r_sl a sphere is a ciroe.

mLacirc]eofisoinhere The axis of a circle of a sphere
is the diameter of the sphere perpendicular to the
plane of the circle°

great circle of a sphere The great circle of a sphere is the
irtersection of the sphere and a plane that passes
through the center of the sphere.

small circle of a sphere The small circle of a sphere is 4-1,g3
intersection of the sphere and a plane that does not
pass through the center of the sphere.

Corol. The axis of a circle of a sphere passes throur,'n
center of the circle,

Carol. All great circles of the s=)me or equal spheres are equal.



REFERENCES

Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

SUGGESTIONS

A (225, 259)

B (144 - 149)

C (454)

D (220 - 223)

E (362 - 364)

F (74 - 76)

G (54- 56)

Prove this theorem as an exercise.

Given Sphere 0 intersected by plane P.

To proves The section formed is a circle,

Plan: Take any two points, A and B, in
the intersection of the plane
and the sphere.
Draw OE perpendicular to P,
Draw OA, OB, EA, and EB.

Proof

Statements

1. Sphere 0 intersected by
plane P

2. OE J P
3, OA= OB

4. OE = OE
5, LOEA and LOEB are right

angles,
6, ,A OEA and OEB are

right triangles
7. A OEA = A OEB
8. EA = EB
9. :. The section is a circle

with E as the center.

Reasons

1. Given

2u So constructed
3, Radii of the same sphere

are equal,
4. Identity axiom
5. Perpendiular lines form

right angles.
6, Definition of right

triangle
7. rt. A k4 s0 = h. s.
8. Cup.c.t.e.
9. Definition of a circle.

A and B are any points
in the intersection.
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Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

To develop an under-
standing of certain
theorems involving
similar polygons
in circles

156

COYCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Corol. Three points in a sphere determine a circle.

Corol. A great circle bisects a sphere.

Th. The intersection of two spheres is a circle.

Th. (prove formally) If two chords intersect within a circle
the product of the segments of one is equal to the product
of the segments of the other.



REFERENCES

Unit IX - Circles and Spheres

SUGGESTIONS

A (367 - 373)

C (374 - 378)

D (334 - 336)

E (396 - 402)

F (345 - 350)

Note that the product of the line segments means the product of
the measures of the line segments.

Pupils often ask about practical applications of geometric
concepts.
Here is an excellent example of a practical application.

This problem might occur in any
factory using machines.
A gear wheel is broken during
operation and only a fragment
remains.
A new wheel must be made
immediately.
The diameter of the original
gear is unknownc,

Can the diameter of the
original gear be found using
only the remaining fragment?

B
F 7 A

'...-$./ N rh. i
"V-

A "kriti.::* 4 1
\ 0

\

1

D

SOLUTION; A and B are two points on the circular arc portion
of the gear.

Segment AB is measured and found to be 9 inches.
E is the midpoint of AB.
From E a perpendicular line is drawn intersecting

AB at C (the midpoint of arc AB),
CE is measured and found to be 3 inches.
The diameter CD is fcund as follows.

Let ED = x inches.
Since CE O ED = AE EB, then

3 0 x = 4727
1

°

81
3x =

4

x = 6,
4

Therefore, the diameter of the wheel is 9i inches.
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Th. If from a point outside a circle two secants are drawn, the
product of one secant and its external segment is equal to
the product of the other secant and it:5 external segmRnt,

Th. If from a point outside a circle a secant and a tangent are
drawn, the tangent is the mean proportional between the
whole secant and its external segment;

or

the product of the secant and its external segment equals
the square of the tangent.
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REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

. A review of quadratic equations is advisable at this time°

A practical application of this theorem may be illustrated by
the following problem:

If one were standing at a point above the earth's surface, for
example at the top of a lighthouse or a tower, and one were
x feet up in the air, how far could one see to the horizon?

The radius of the earth equals approximately 3,960 miles,

Let PH, the distance one could see to the horizon, be nd'' miles°

d
2 = PA ° PB

d2
x ( x

+ 7920)
5280 5280

d2
.(x )2 29102s,

5280 5280

I

d2 =Ix 2+
5280 2 B 2

If x is relatively small, the quantity
5280)

will be

small enough to be negligible° The following formula is a
close approximation:

2 li-d
2 E= 2 or d =

p
2

where d is the distance in miles to the horizon one can see
when one is x feet above the surface of the earth!
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Unit X - Geometric Constructions (5 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBCLISM

FUNDAMENTAL
CONSTRUCTIONS

IMMENMENNIMIONNIII9p.

To develop the ability
to construct geometric
figures

162

drawing A drawing is a representation on paper using a
protractor, marked rule, compass, straightedge, or any
other desired drawing instrument.

construction A construction is a drawing using only a compass
and straightedge.

A straightedge only can he used to draw lines.

A compass can be used to mark off equal segments
and to construct circles or arcs of circic..

There are four steps to be followed in a .:on-
struction problem.

1. State the given.
2. State what is required.
3. State the method of construction.
4. Prove the construction,

Construction #1 Construct a line segment equal to a riven line
segment.



Unit X - Geometric Constructions

F (359)

Norton, M. Scott.
Geometric Constructions

A (4, 6)

Neither a protractor nor the marks on a rule may be used in any
construction problem.

#1 Given: Line segment AB

Required: To construct
segment RS
equal to AB.

A

R )s

Method; Draw any line m and mark any point R on it.
Set compass with one point at A and the other
at B.

Without changing the setting, place one
point of the compass at R and mark an arc
cutting m in S.

Proof

Statement Reason

1. AB = RS 1. Radii of the same or
equal circles are equal.
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VCCABULARY, armillousm

Construction #2 Construct the perpendicular bisector of a
piven line segment.
This construction is also satis:actor7 fcr
bisecting a given line segment.



Unit X - Geometric Constructions

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (5, 27 - 28) 2 Given: Line segment AB

A
Required: To construct the 1,;)

perpendicular
bisector of AB

% '°4
Method: Open the compass to any position

greater than one-half AB.
With one point of the compass at A9
describe an arc above and below AB°
With the same setting, place one point of the
compass at B and describe an arc above and below
AB intersecting the first arcs at P and Q,
Connect P and Q,

Proof

Statements

AP = BP

AQ = BQ

PQ is the perpendicular
bisector of 'AB

Reasons

l. All radii of equal
circles are equal.

2. All radii of equal
circles are equal,

30 Two points each equally
distant from the end
points of a given line
segment determine the
perpendicular bisector
of the line segment.
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Construction #3 To construct an angle equa] to 1 -er

Construction #4

Construction #5

Construction #6

To bisect a given dnEle.

To construct a line perpendicr
line at a riven point in the

To construct a line perpendiculr:r to a piven
line from a given point not in the line.



Unit X - Geometric Constructions

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (199 118)

A (189 117)

A (24, 118)

A (25, 119)

#3 Given: LABC

Required; To construct an angle equal to LABC

Method; Draw ray ED.
Place one point of the compass at B and with any
convenient setting describe an arc intersecting
the sides of the angle at G and H.
With the same setting, place one point of the
compass at E and describe an arc intersecting
ED at K.
Place one point of the compass at G and the other
point at H.
With the same setting place one point of the.
compass K and describe an arr, interseotin6
the other arc at J.
Draw a ray from E through J.

G

Draw the auxiliary lines GH and KJ.

Proof

Statements

1. BG = EK

2. BH = EJ
3. GH = KJ

40 /...\ GBH KEJ

5, LABC = LIED

Reasons

1. All radii of equal circle6
are equal.

2. Same reason as 1.
3. Same reason as 1.
40 $.50S. = s.s.s.

5. C.p.c.t.e.
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168

,
Construction #7 To construct two triangles congruent by means of:

a.s.a. = a.s.a.
s.s.s. = s.s.s.
s.a.s. =

Since triangle congruency was postulated no
formal proof for these constructions is
necessary.

Construction #8 To construct a line parallel to a given line at
a given distance from the given line.

Construction #9 To construct a line parallel to a given line
through a given point not in the given line.

Construction #10 To divide a line segment into any number- of
equal parts.
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REFERENCES

Unit X - Geometric Constructions

SUGGESTIONS

A (65 - 66)

A (140)

A (145)

A (191) #10 Given: Line segment AB

Required:

Method:

To divide AB into any number of equal parts,
(For example, 5)

Draw any ray AJ at a convenient angle with AB,
With the compass at A9 and any convenient setting,
mark off five arcs in succession on AJ so that
AC = CD = DE = EF FG
Draw BG.

Construct lines parallel to BG (by means of equal
corresponding angles) through F, E9 D, and CO
These parallels intersect AB in U, T, S, and
R respectively.

Proof

Statements Reasons

10 AC = CD = DE = EF. FIG

2 EGHFUllETIIDSIICR

30 .°. BU = UT = TS = SR = RA

1. All radii of equal
circles are equal.

2. If two straight lines are
cut by a transversal so
that the corresponding
angles are equal, the
lines are parallel,

3. If three or more parallel
lines cut off equal seg-
ments on one transversal,
they cut off equal seg-
ments on every trans-
versal.
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Construction #11 To construct two tangents to a given circle
from a given external point.



Unit X - Geometric Constructions

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

#11 Given: Circle

Required.. T

0 with external point P,

construct tangents to circle 0 from P

Method: Draw OP,

Bisect OP, the midpoint of which is Mu
With M as a center and MO as a radius, construct
a circle intersecting circle 0 at X and Y.
Draw PX and PY.

Draw auxiliary lines OX and OY.

Proof

Statements

1, OM= MP

2. Circle with center at M
and radius OM passes
through P

3. OP is a diameter.

/"."N

4. OXP and OYP are
semicircles.

5. LOXP and LOYP are right
angles.

6. :. PX and PY are tangent
to circle 0,

Reasons

1. Definition of the
bisector of a line
segment

20 Definition of a
circle

3. Definition of a
diameter

4. A diameter bisects a
circle,

5. Angles inscribed in a
semicircle are right
angles.

6. If a line is perpen-
dicular to a radius at
its outer extremity,
the line is tangent to
the circle,
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Construction #12 To construct a circle circumscribing a given
triangle.

This construction may also be used to determine
a circle when given three non-collinear points.

Construction #13 To inscribe a circle within a given triangle.

Construction #14 To construct the fourth proportional to three
given line segments.

Construction #15 To divide a line segmer: intl parts that have
the same ratio as two e.ven -Line segments.

Construction #16 To construct the mean proportional between two
given line segments.

Construction #17 To inscribe a regular hexagon in a circle.
This construction is similar to the con-
struction used when inscribing an equilateral
triangle in a circle.

Construction #18 (optional) To inscribe a square in a circle.

Construction #19 (optional) To construct a circle through nine
points, three of which are the midpoints of the
sides of a given triangle, three of which are
the feet of the altitudes of the same triangle,
and three of which are the midpoints of the
three segments from the orthocenter to the
vertices of the same triangle.

Construction #20 (optional) To transform a polygon of any
number of sides into a triangle equal in area.

Construction #21 (optional) To transform a rectangle into a
square equal in area,
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REFERENCES

A (286)

F (369)

A (287)

F (370)

A (345)

F (372)

A (346)

A (375)

F (373)

A (442

A (442)

C (491)

A (429)

A (430)

SUGGESTIONS

The proofs of constructions #12 and #13 are dependent upon
locus theorems and should be omitted at this time.

A good project for pupils is the "Three Famous Construction
Problems" that cannot be solved by the use of the straightedge
and the compass alone.
These constructions are..

1. the trisection of an angle,
2. the duplication of a cube,
3. the squaring of a circle.

In another sense, these problems have been solved. The
solutions, algebraic in nature, proved that the above tlree
constructions cannot be accomplished using a compass amf*-,
straightedge alone.

Despite the fact that these problems Male been proved impossible
to solve, periodically someone comes up with a "solution" to one
or more of these problems.
The fact that these solutions are published and appear in print
lends them a certain sense of undeserved authenticity.
Some of these so-called solutions have even appeared in the
Congressional Record.
The errors in these solutions generally fall into one of the
following categories:

, The solution is based on false assumptions.
2. The solution violates a rule that a straightedge can be

used for drawing a line through two known points but
cannot be used for anything else.

3. In the case of the trisection of an angle, the
construction will work for certain angles but not for
all angles.

4. The constructions give approximations of the requirements- -

sometimes very close approximationsbut do not fulfill
the requirement exactly.

In recent years, most of the attempts at solution have been
guilty of this last error.
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CCrMPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Construction #22 (optional) To divide a line seprnent into the
golden ratio.



Unit X - Geometric Constructions

SUGGESTIONS

C (493)

D (319 - 320)

Cundy, H. M. and
Rollett, A. P.
Mathematical Models.
08-69)

#22 Given: Line segment AB.

Required: To divide AB into two parts, x and y, such that

= i.e., to divide AB into the goldeny x + y'

ratio.

Method.. Bisect AB, Let M be the midpoint of AB,
At B construct BC perpendicular to AB.
On BC, locate point E so that EB., MB.
Draw AE.. With E as a center and EB as a
radius, describe an arc intersecting AE
at F, EF = EB. Witn A as a center and AF
as a radius, describe an arc intersecting
AB at G. G divides AB into the golden :rati o
with AG representing y in the ratio and GB
representing x.

x

Outline of proof:
Let x equal the shorter segment and y equal the longer
segment. Let the length of the given line segment,
x + y, equal 1.

(1) By the golden ratio,
x

(2) then y
2 x

But since x + y = 1,

(3) x = 1 y

(4) Substituting in (2)9 y2 = 1 y, Y2

1

Solving by the qaadratic formula, y =(5)

(6)
1 vri

Discarding the negative root, y = , y = .61R+

1 I
In the construction, it AB = 1. Then AM = MB = BE BE .

Since A ABE is a right triangle, by the Pythagorean Theorem

Y. i,5 1 m 1

AE =. FE = EB = 4. 01,1 AF = =', -,.., IF . -277',
2° 2'

_
.. '

Finally, since AG = AF, AG ..12----1 AG = ,618+
2 °
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Unit XI - Locus (9 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

LOCUS

To develop an under-
standing of the
meaning of locus

178

lo, cus A locus (plural, loci) is a set of points and only those
points which satisfy one or more given conditions.

In geometry, this set of points takes the form of
geometric figures such as points, lines, planes, and
solids.

In algebra, this set of points takes the form of the
graph of an equation.

The geometric figure or graph contains all the points
which satisfy the given conditions and no points 'Nhich
do not satisfy the conditionsn

solution of locus exercises A solution of a locus exerc_se
should consist of two parts:

1. A drawing in which the locus is clearly seen.
Two colors may be used--one color for the given
conditions and the other for the locus.

2. An accurate description of the locus beginning
with the words, "The locus is

. ."
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Unit XI - Locus

SUGGESTIONS

The concept of locus may be presented as the path taken by a
moving point,
This is an extremely important concept,
The literal translation of the word locus, viz., "place" is
of little help in the understanding,
The correct language involving the use of the word is hard to
understand,
If pupils have plenty of experience determining loci under given
simple conditions, difficult problems will appear less complex,
If the teacher is aware of the trouble spots in the unit, he cans
with skillful direction and assistance, overcome much of the
difficulty experienced by pupils in understanding locus,
For example, how can the following statement be expressed in
words easier for pupils to understand? "The locus of a point
which is the vertex of the right angle of a right triangle with
a fixed hypotenuse is a circle with the hypotenuse as the
diameter.''

Suggested method I
If we are given a fixed line segment which is the
hypotenuse of a right triangle, the path taken by a point
which moves so that it is always the vertex of the right
angle of this right triangle, will be a circle with the
fixed line as the diameter,

Suggested method II
Start with a fixed line segment and call it the hypotenuse
of a right triangle,
Using this line as the hypotenuse construct a number of
rirht triangles,
The locus of the vertices of these right triangles is a
circle with the fixed hypotenuse as the diameter,
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

description of a locus In order to describe the locus
determined by certain conditions, state:

1. the class of geometric figures to which the
locus belongs,

2. specific information about the location of
the geometric figure.
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Unit XI - Locus

Samples of locus problems

10 Find the locus of points (in a plane) two inches from a
given point Po

20 Find the locus of points six centimeters from line rt,

30 Find the locus of points which are one foot from a given
point 0 and which are three inches from a given line m0
Line m is one inch from 00

40 Find the locus of points in space which are four inches
from a given line segment MN,

Solutions
Examples of descriptIon of a locus; The locus is .

The class of geometri
figures to which the
locus belongs

Specific information
concerning the location
of the geometric fig-.2re

0, a circle
wYch center at P and
radius of two inchez.'

00 two lines both parallel to line m
and with one line on
either side six centi-
meters awayon

30 00 four points which are the intersection
of a circle aAd two
parallel lines° The
circle has a center at 0
and a radius of one foot,
The two parallel lines
are each parallel to m
with one line on either
side three inches away
from mon

40 .0 a cylindrical
surface

and two hemispheres

whose axis is line MN and
itPlose radius is 4 inches,

whose centers are M and N
and whose radii are 4
inches,*

1"..1.11M114.171.1151,111.1/M1.= .1/q,,=qyaRa..wello/
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

LOCI IN A PLANE

To develop an under-
standing of theorems
involving locus

To develop the ability
to visualize
compound loci

182

Postulate: In a plane, the locus of points at a given distance
from a given point is a circle whose center is the
given point and whose radius is the given distance.

Postulate: In a plane, the locus of points equidistant from
two parallel lines is the line midway between them
and parallel to each of them.

Postulate: In a plane, the locus of points at a given distance
from a given line is a pair of lines parallel to
the given line and at the given distance from the
line.

Th. In a plane, the locus of points equally distant from two
given points is the perpendicular bisector of the line
segment joining the two points.

Corol. In a plane, the locus of points equidistant from two
intersecting lines is the pair of perpendicular lines
bisecting the angles formed by the lines.

Th. In a plane, the locus of points equally distant from the
sides of an angle is the bisector of the angle.

Th. In a plane, the locus of the vertex of the right angle
of a right triangle with a fixed hypotenuse is a circle
whose diameter is the hypotenuse.

intersection of loci When a set of points must satisfy two
or more given conditions, then the locus
is the intersection of the loci of the
individual given conditions,

concurrent lines Concurrent lines are three or more lines
having one and only one point in common.



REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A (271 - 276)

C (341 - 344)

D (282 - 283)

E (463 - 467)

A (278

C (345

D (289

E (467

(379

A (286

D (298
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- 280)

- 350)

- 294)

469)

- 381)

- 295)

- 305)

- 476)

Unit XI - Locus

Pupils will find it helpful in solving locus exercises to
follow a definite procedure.

1. Decide what is fixed in position and make a drawing.
2. Decide what is variable.
3. Locate several points (variables) that satisfy the

given conditions.
Be sure that there is a sufficient number of points
close enough together so that a general trend can be
clearly seen.

40 Complete the locus by considering any special position
of the variable; e.g. the end points of a line
segment.

In the proof of locus theorems, have pupils prove two sets of
points are the same,

lo Every point is an element of the set of points that
satisfy the given conditions,

2. Every point that satisfies the given conditions is a
member of the set of points.

Since locus is defined as a set of points, the locus can be a
null set, a finite set, or an infinite set.

When determining the intersection of two loci
1. construct the locus that satisfies the first condition.

Call this Set Ao
2, construct the locus that satisfies the second condition.

Call this Set Bo
3, determine the set of points that satisfy both conditions.

Call this All B,
If the two loci do not intersect, then A n B = q.
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To develop an under-
standing of theorems
involving compound loci

LOCI IN SPACE

To develop an under-
standing of theorems
involving loci in
space

184

Th. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle are
concurrent in a point equidistant from the vertices.

The point is the center of the circle that circumscribes
the triangle and is called the circumcenter of the triangle.

Th. The bisectors of the angles of a triangle are concurrent
in a point equidistant from the sides.

The point is the center of the circle inscribed within
the triangle and is called the incenter of the triangle.

Th. The altitudes of a triangle are concurrent.

The point is called the orthocenter of the triangle.

Th. The medians of a triangle are concurrent in a point which
is two-thirds the distance from a vertex to the midpoint
of the opposite side.

The point is called the centroid of the triangle.
The centroid of any plane figure is also the center
of gravity.
A triangle or any plane figure suspended at its
centroid will hang horizontally in space.

Postulate: The locus of points in space at a given distance
from a given point is a sphere whose center is the
given point and whose radius is the given distance.

Pcstulate: The locus of points in space equidistant from two
given points is the plane which is the perpendicular
bisector of the line segment joining the two given
points.

Postulate: The locus of points in space at a given distance from I

a fixed line is a cylindrical surface with the line
as an axis and a radius equal to the given distance.

Th. The locus of points in space at a given distance from a
given plane is a pair of planes each parallel to the given
plane and at the given distance from it.

Th. The locus of points in space equidistant from two parallel
planes is a plane parallel to each of the given planes and
midway between them.
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REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A

B

D

E

F

G

(296)

(selected
exercises on
31 - 32, 39, 145,

70, 81, 139, 147,
153)

(283 - 285)

(476 483)

(376 - 381)

(70 - 72)

In an equilateral triangle, the altitudes, medians, perpendicular
bisectors of the sides, and angle bisectors coincide.
In an equilateral triangle, the incenter circumcenter, ortho-
center, and centroid are all the same point,

An interesting problem involving locus is "In any triangle, find
which three of the four centers are collinear,"
Have pupils draw a triangle and then construct the incenter,
circumcenter, orthocenter, and centroid,
Let them discover which three of these four points are
collinear. (The incenter is not collinear to the other three,)
The proof of this problem is very involved and will make .a
good project for a superior. student,

Other examples of loci in space.
What is the locus of

1, points equidistant from two parallel walls?
2, points equidistant from two intersecting walls and

two feet from the floor?
3v points equidistant from two points on the floor and

two points on the chalkboard?
4. points equidistant from the floor and one wall and

equidistant from the ceiling and the floor?
5. points on the floor at a given distance of five feet

from a point on the wail four feet above the floor?
6o points equidistant from parallel planes R and S and

a distance d from a third plane T not parallel to R?
7u points equidistant from the faces of a dihedral angle?
8 the center of a marble, one inch in diameter, that is

free to roll on a horizontal plane surface?
9, points equidistant from two fixed points and at a

given distance from a third point?
100 points equidistant from three non-collinear points?
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SPECIAL LOCI
(optional)
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The introduction of conic sections offers an excellent
opportunity for pupil projects.
Such projects may include models, research papers, or original
proofs.

This topic is optional but should be called to the attention of
the better pupils.
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REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

D (295 298)

E (567 - ;'69)

F (390 391)

Johnson, DO A,

r;urves ingpar.e,

TITTO7--

Lozkwood, E. H,

The Book of Carves,

7577-

The Coni2 Sections a good project for pupils-

Four different curves of intersection can be developed from
the cutting of a conical surface, which has two nappes or
branches, by a plane°

Cutting a cone parallel to the base, but not through the
vertex, produces a c.A.rie

Cutting al/ the elements 'f a lone at an angle oblique
to the base produces an e11102.

Cutting a cone pa:
parabola.

ei to tne siant height produces a

Cutting a cone parail,:i the ai%ltude and going through
both nappes but not the 'vertex produces a hyperbola,

ss

14

J1;
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REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

AL. four of these :on..1,; can be defined in terms of locus in
a plane°

The circle has already been defined.

A parabola is the locus in a plane of points which are equi-
distant from a fixed line and a fixed point not in the line,

An ellipse is the locus of points In a plane the sum of whose
distances from two fixed points is constant.

a 2

S

Ellipse

dl +d2 =c

A hyperbola is the locus of points in a plane the difference
of whose distances from two fixed points is constant.

d d
2 or

cal c=

In certain cases, the Intersection, of a conq and a plane is a
point, a line, or a pair of intersecting lines, These inter-
sections are known as degenerate conic sections.

These conics, taken either individually or collectively, make
excellent material for projects
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Unit XII - Coordinate Geometry (10 sessions

CONCEPTS. VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

INTRODUCTION TO
COORDINATE GEOMETRY

To acquaint pupils
with the historical
background of
coordinate geometry

COORDINATE SYSTEM

To reinforce the
concepts relating to
points and numbers

192

point in a line For every point in a line there exists one
and only one real number,
There is a one. to-one sorrespondence between
tne set of points in a line and the set of
real numbers,
The number which is used to label the point
in the line is called the coordinate of the
point in the linee.

This is a one-dimensional coordinate system,

point in a ziam For every point in a plane there exists one
and on.Ly one ordered pair of real number:ic

There is a one-to-one correspondence between
the set of points in a plane and the set of
ordered pairs of real numbers,
The coordinates of the point in the plane are
the ordered pair Uf numbers used to label tna
point in the pane,
This is a two-dimensional coordinate :,,ytemo

To assign al. ordered pair of numbers to a
point in a plane, use a pair of perpendicular. I

number ilne71,

x-axis The x-axis is the horizontal number line°

y-axis The y-axis is the vertical number line,

oriz321 The origin is the point of intersection of the x-axis J

and the yaxis,
The coordinates of' the origin are (0, 0).
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Euclid, in his original presentation of geometry, designed it as
preparation for philosophical study, He was not interested in
the practIcal applications,
It remained for Rene Descartes (1596 1650) to add immeasurably
to the usefulness of geometry from a practical standpoint.
Descartes was principally responsible for unifying algebra and
geometry into the system which is known as Cartesian or
coordinate geometry.
liL; contribution was that of associating .an ordered pair of
numbers for every point in a plane
An oft-repf!lted story relates that Descartes developed
coordinate geometry in an attempt to describe the path of a fly
,,trosL.5. the wall of his room,

Ac:tually, the essentials of Descartes' thinking had been'osed
for many years before him for map making and navigational
purposes,

A review of the concepts pertinent to the study of coordinate
geometry is necessary to the successful completion of this unit.
The review should be brief but thorough,
The past experience of the pupils will determine the extent
of the review.

U
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Unit XII - Coordinate Geometry

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

COORDINATE GEOMETRY
METHODS

To develop the under-
standing of the
methods used in
coordinate geometry

194

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

x-coordinate The x-coordinate (abscissa) of a point is the
number associated with the projection of the
point on the x-axis,

y-coordinate The y-coordinate (ordinate) of a point is the
number associated with the projection of the
point on the y-axis.

quadrants, The two axes separate the number plane into lour
regions called quadrants,

distance between two 222.1111

1. If the two points lie in the same vertical liner the
distance between them is the absolute value of the
difference between their y-coordinates

2. If the two points lie in the same horizontal line, the
distance between tnem i5 the absolute value of the
difference between their x coorc:!inates,

3. A general method for finding the distance between any
two points is derived by means of the Pythagorean Tneorem

a. Find the dIfferenee between the x-coordinates and
square thia diffr..rence

b. Find tne difference between the y-coordinates and
square 1-11.6 difference,

c. Add the two squares and compute .(4he square roof,

of their sum,



Unit XII - Coordinate Geomet

SUGGESTIONS

A (486 492)

C (300 - 312)

D (426 - 438,

441 - 446)

G (405 433,

437 - 448)

if

6 A

The projection of point P on the x-axis is the point on the
x-axis having an x-coordinate of 2.

The projection of point P on the y-axis is the point on the
y-axis having a ycoordinate of 3.

The coordinates of point P are (2, 3).

Sample: Find the distance between (2, 3) and (7, 5)0

Shute, 14, G Shirk,
W. W., and Porter, G. F. Solution: a. (7 - 2) = 5

Su lement to Plane
Geometry. 10-16, 5

2
25

22-33)
b. (5 - 3) 2

Young, Frederick H.
Pythagorean Numbers 2

2
4

ton ruencesa A Finite
Arithmetic Geometry c. 25 + 4 = 29

in the Number Plane.
(13-19) 1/F) = 5.385
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Th. The distance between any two points PI
P2(x2, y

2
) is given by the formula'

iL

d x- y2 yl )2

Th. The coordinates of the midpoint of a line segment are
equal to the average of the :orresponding coordinates
of the end points of the line segment.

Given a line segment whose end points are P.(x,, y1) and

P2(x2, y2)0 Let Pm(xm, yn) be the midpoint of the segments

xl + x2 Y1 +32
then xm = , and ym = --

4

slope of a line The slope of a lin segment wnose 'nts
are (x- y 1 and (Jc y.,) is deserzahe,!. by

the formala

Y, Y
m

x, x
4 .1.

,The slope of a line segment is a number,
either positive, negative, or zero,
The slope of a line is the same as the slope
of any segment in the line,

If a line rises as the eye travels front left
to right, the slope will be positive,
If the iine fails, the slope will be negative.
If the line is horizontal, the slope is zero,
If the line is vertical, the slope is
infinite,.

If y increases as x increases, the slope is
positive,
If y de-I-eases a increases, the slope is
negative,



Unit XII - Coordinate Geometry

SUGGESTIONS

Note that in the distance formula, it does not matter which
point is labeled P1 and which is labeled P2 since the

difference is squared and the result is the same.

The teacher may wish to introduce the concept of "rise" and
"run".

"Rise" is defined as the difference between the y-coordinates
or the vertical change,

"Run" is defined as the difference between the x-coordinates or
the horizontal change,

The "delta" notation may be Introduced at this time.6 y is the "rise" or the change in y,
x is the "run" or the change in x,

The formula for the slope becomes

m = 0 Y
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Tha Two non vertical lines are parallel if they have the same
slope and conversely.

The Two non-vertical lines are perpendicular if their slopes
are negative reciprocals and conversely,

or
mim2 I

A locus is the set of points and only those points which
satisfy one or more given conditions,
If these conditions are algebraic in nature, the locus is
called a graph,
A graph is a picture of the solution set of an equation4

determining, the equation of,a line
Given A point PIxl, yl) and slope m of the line passii4

through P
i.

To find. The equation of the line passing through Pi

Methoth Take any point Pn(xrip yn) in the given linen

Substitute the given values in the following
formuia'

Yn YL = m(xn xi)

(This formula is derived from the formula for
finding the slope of a linen)

Given' Any two points P1(x19 y1) and P2(x2, y2)

To findh The equation of the line passing through Pi and P2

Method:, Find slope m.

Substitute the given values in the formula

Yn m(xn x1)

x-intercept The x 'intercept of a line is the x-coordinate of
the line at the point where the line crosses the
x axis,



Unit XII Coordinate Geomet

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

Sample problems in coordinate geometry involving equations of
lines, parallel lines, perpendicular lines, and x and
y- intercepts.

1, Find the equation of a line passing through (3, -4)
and having a slope of -2.

Solution: y ( '4) -2(x 3)
y + 4 = -2x + 6
2x + y =2

2. Find the equation of a line passing through (-1, -2)
and (3, 8),,

8
Solution m

10
m

m=

y 8 v s ;(x 3)

2y 16 = 5x 15

5x + 2y = 1
5x 2y =.i

30 Find the slope and the y-intercept of the line whose
equation is 4x y = -5.

4. Find the equation of a line which passes through (- 3)
and is parallel to the line whose equation is
2x = y + 7.
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COORDINATE GEOMETRY
PROOFS

To develop the ability
to use coordinate
geometry as a means of
proving theorems-

200

y-intercept The y,lntercept of a line is the y-coordinate of
the line at the point where the line crosses the
y-axis,

determining the e uation of a circle
Given A cir:le with a center Pi xi, yi) and a radius r

To find; The equation of the circle with the given center
and radius

Method: Take any point Pn(xn, yn) in the circle.

By means of the distance formula determine the
length of the line segment from Pi. to Pn,

Set this distance equal to the radius,

r
N2 , N(xn - xi) + kyn - yli

2

Th. (prove using coordinate geometry) The line connecting
the midpoints of two sides of a triangle is parallel to the
third side and equal to one-half its length.
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Unit XII - Coordinate Geometry

SUGGESTIONS

Find the equation of a line which passes through the
origin and is perpendicular to ax + by = f.

Sample problem in coordinate geometry
of a circle.

Find the equation of a circle whose
whose radius is 8.

Solution 8 = ,4x 3)2 + (y )2

8 =1 6x + 9 + y2 . Oy + 16

= x2 bx + 9 + y2 - ay + 16

39 = 2 - bx y?

Some of the theorems of geometry can be proved more easi:f by
coordinate geometry than by Euclidean geometry,

concerning the equation

center is (3, 4) and

Given. /ABC with vertices A(0, 0), B(2a, 0) and C(2b, 2c)
Note that the use of 2a, 2b, and 2c makes the

algebra easier.)
D and E are the midpoints.

1To prove: DE IIAB, DE ma .2( AB)

Piarr Determine the coordinates of the midpoints.
Show that DE and AB have the same slope.
Determine the length of DE and AB using the distance
formula.
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Th. (prove using coordinate geometry) The diagonals of a
square are perpendicular to each other,

Th. (prove using coordinate geometry) If line segments are
drawn joining the midpoints of the sides of any
quadrilateral, taken in order, the figure formed is a
parallelogram,
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Unit XII - Coordinate Geometry

SUGGESTIONS

Given: Square ABCD with vertices A(0, 0)9 B(a9 0), C(a, a),
and D(09 a)

To prove: AC = BD

Plan': Show that the slope of AC is the negative reciprocal
of the slope of BD°

A
D(O, a) C(a9 a)

Given Quadrilateral WXYZ with vertices W(0, 0), X(2a, 0),
Y(2d, 2e), and Z(2b, 2c)
Midpoints are G, H, J, and K

To prove° Quadrilateral GHJK is a parallelogram

Plan: Find the coordina6es of the midpoints,
Show GH and JK have the same slope.
Show KG and JH have the same slope.

K())

z(2b,

J(b + d, . + e)

Y(2d, 2e)

H(a d, e)

W TOT
. Ci) X(2a,
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The (prove using coordinate geometry) The diagonals of a
rectangle are equal.
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Unit XII - Coordinate Geometry

SUGGESTIONS

Given: Rectangle RSTU with vertices R(0, 0)9 S(a9 0),
T(a, b), and U(0, b)

To prove: RT = SU

Plan: Determine the lengths of'RT and SU by the distance
formula.

h) T(a, b)
.....7.

a,

Additional exercises that may be proved by methods of
coordinate geometry.

1. The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.
2. Two lines in the same plane perpendicular to the same

line are parallel.
3. The midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is

equidistant from all three vertices of the triangle.
4. If two sides of a quadrilateral are equal and parallel,

the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.
5, The segment joining the midpoints of the diagonals of a

trapezoid is parallel to the bases.
6, If a line parallel to the bases of a trapezoid bisects

one leg9 it bisects the other leg also.
7. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of any

triangle meet, in a point.
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TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

AREAS OF POLYGONS

To develop an under- unit of area The unit of area is the surface of a plane

standing of methods enclosed by a square whose side is a unit of

for finding the areas lengt .

of certain polygons
If the unit of length is a foot, the unit of
area is a square foot.

measure of a surface The numerical measure of a surface is the
number of times a unit of area is con-
tained in the surface,

area of a polygon The area of a polygon is the number of units
of area contained in the surface bounded by
the polygon,

oqual polygons Equal polygons are polygons that are equal in
area

Congruent polygons are both equal in area and
similar.
ALL congruent polygons are equal. The converse

is not true.

Postulate The area of a rectangle is equal to the product of
its base and its altitude when both are expressed
in the same linear units.

A= bh

Th. The area of a parallelogram is equal to the product of its
base and its altitude when both are expressed in the same
linear units.

Coral. Parallelograms with equal bases and equal altitudes are
equal in area.

1 Th. The area of a square 1 equal to the square of one of its

sides.

A =s 32

Th. The area of a triangle is equal to brie-half the product of
its base and Its altitude when both are expressed in the
same linear units,

A = (bh)

Corol. Triangles with equal bases and equal altitudes are
equal in area,
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Unit XIII - Areas of Polygons and Circles

SUGGESTIONS

Note: The symbol for congruent, "IX ", is an equal sign with

the sign for "similar" above it.

Pupils often enjoy developing formulas on their OWD.
A good problem to assign pupils is the development of a

formula for the area of an equilateral triangle whose side

is s.
The formula is: A =

4

The formula can be developed through use of the general formula

for the area of a triangle and the pupils° knowledge of the

30-60-90 degree triangle relationships.

209
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Unit XIII Areas of Polygons and Circles

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

REGULAR POLYGONS
AND THE CIRCLE

CCNCEPTS VOCABULARY. SYMBOLESM

To develop an under-
standing of certain
properties of regular
polygons and circles

210

Corol. Triangles with a .;:mmon base .)r equal bases in the same
straight line and wnose opp3si.te vertices lie in a line
parallel to the ba.5e, are equal,

C

Th. The area of a trapszcid is equal to one-nalY the product of
its altitude and tr sum of it baee3,

A7

Th. The area of a rhomba 15 equal to one -half the pro' acct of
its diagonals,

A m I(D

Th. The area, K9 of any triangle whose sides are a9 b, and c
is determined by the following formula:

K =vs s a)(f77- -

1,
where s = 10, b + c)

Postulate: The areas of two similar polygons have the same
ratio as the squares of any two corresponding
linear dimensions,

Corresponding linear dimensions refer to corre-
sponding sided, z..orresponding altitudes, corre-
sponding diagonals, corresponding medians and others.

Th. A circle can b :inlum5ribea about any regular polygon,

Th. A circle can be insczibed in any regaJAr po.Lygon.

center of a regular ra-aggl
the common .:enter

radius of a repular_pg4yan
the radius of it,L

The center of a regular polygon is
of Its inscribed and circumscribed

The radius of a regular polygon is
,_ircum,:cribed circle,
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SUGGESTIONS

A geometric proof of the Pythagorean Theorem by areas is
attributed to Euclid° The proof of this theorem by areas
would be a good enrichment lxercise.

This formula is attributed to Hero of Alexandria who lived in
the first century AQDO It is known as Hero's Formulae Hero is
also known as Heron and the formula as Heron's Formula. The
proof of this theorem is a good project for pupils°
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CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

apothem of aregigAr22iyg2n Tne apothem or a regular polygon
is the radius of its inslrioed circle drawn to the
point of contact,

As the number of sides of the inscribed polygon increases, the
length of the apothem increases and approa:hes the radius of the
circumscribed circle as a

Lgofa,/pacentralar.eularolon The central angle of a
regular polygon is the angle at the center of the
polygon whose sides are radii drawn to successive
vertices°

Corol. The central angle of a regular polygon of n sides :s
equal to 3600 no

Corol. The apothem of a regular polygon is the perpendi.:u:ar
bisector of one side of the polygon,

Corol. The radius of a regular polygon bisects the angle to
whose vertex it is drawn,

Th. Regular polygons of the same number of sides are similar.

Th. The perimeters of two regular polygons of the same number
of sides have the same ratio as their radii or as their

apothems.

The The area of a regular polygon is half the product of its
apothem and its perimeter,

A .
2
ap

Corol. The areas of two regular polygons of the same number of
sides have the same ratio as the squares of their
radii or as the squares of their apothems.

Th. If a pyramid is cut riy a plane parallel to the base and

not passing tnrougn a vertex; !"-ie area of the section is

to the area of the base as the square of its distance
from the vertex is to the square of the altitude of the

pyramid,

circumference of a circle The circumference of a circle is
the limit of the perimeters of the inscribed regular
polygons°

As the number of sides of the inscribed polygon
increases, the perimeter of the inscribed polygon
increases and approaches the circumference of the
circumscribed circle as a limit,
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Unit XIII - Areas of Polygons and Circles

SUGGESTIONS

apothem (ap' o . them) is pronounced with the accent on the
first syllable.

The theorem regarding the area of a regular polygon may be
proved as an exercise.
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Unit XIII - Areas of Polygons and Circles

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

PI

To extend the concept
of pi

214

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Th. The ratio of the circumference (C) of a circle to its
diameter (d) is a constants TII.G

Corot. The circumference of a circle equals Tr times the
diameter or 2rr times the radius,

Corol. The circumferences of two circles have the same ratio
as their radii or their diameters.
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n is an irrational number. Therefore, C and d cannot both be
rational numbers.

THE TRANSCENDING NATURE OF TT

A discussion of pi may be found in most geometry textbooks.
This discussion generally includes a definition of pi as the
limit of the ratio of the perimeter of an inscribed polygon
to the radius of its circumscribed circle.

Often the text will mention the irrational nature of pi,
There is generally some historical background on the develop-
ment of an evaluation of pi. In various ways and by
constantly improved methods, pi has been calculated to more
and more decimal places.

The most recently known large scale calculation of pi was
done in July, 1961 in New York. On an I.B.M. 7090 electronic
computer, pi was computed to 100,000 decimal places in only
eight hours.
Textbooks give the approximate value of pi from as few as
10 to as many as 5,000 decimal places. Here, generally, is
where the discussion stops. Pupils tend to think of pi as a
rather curious number related to circles and as toy to be
fed into electronic computers. But pi appears elsewhere in
mathematics. An investigation of pi will give pupils an
insight into the interrelatedness of all branches of
mathematics.

Pi as the sum of an infinite series:

1111 il. + + z30- 0. 0
rr2x4X4x6x6X8 x
4 3 x 3x 5x 5x7x7x

A
17.-12

2

2

2 +72

2 + o 0
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n2 1 '

+
1

+ + "12 + +
2 3 4 5

TT = 2n12 - 12 + 2 + o ,4" as n increases without
bound

In this series, n is the number of sides of an inscribed regular
polygon. The series is derived from approximations of 11 deter-
mined by the ratio of the perimetc (p) of each n-gon to the
diameter of the circumscribed circle.

A Laon inscribed in a circle whose diameter is 4.

d = 4
r . 2
s = 2
P= 6s
P 12

P .12

d 4

. P_3
d

A 12-gpn inscribed in a circle whose diameter is 40

d = 4
r = 2

DEIN = 300
OB = 2
BD = 1

OD =v5
DC = 2 - -1/5.

BC = - 4:1/3 + 3

BC = 21277v
BC = s

s = 2112 - 1/473

P = 12s

P =2412 -

P 24 "677
d 4

= 3.106

C'
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A general formula for finding the side of a regular 2n -gon
inscribed in a circle having a diameter of 4 units when the side
of a regular n-'gon is known

Let g = the side of a

regular n-gon
Let s = the side of a

regular 2n-gon

+ (2 - x)25 = g2

s
2
= g

2
+ 4 - 4x + 2

but x
2
= 4 g

2

x =IX g2

then 52 = g2 + 4 - /644. - g2 + 4 -
e2 = 4(2 g2)

g2

Pi as a measure of statistical probability

Count Buffon's Needle Experiment
1. Distribute some flat toothpicks, all of the same length,

one to each pupil.
2. Provide each pupil with a sheet of blank paper.
3. Have each pupil draw equidistant parallel lines so that

the entire surface is ruled. The lines should be the
same distance apart as the length of the toothpick.

4. Instruct each pupil to drop the toothpick on the paper
100 times. (The pupils can do this at home.)

5. Have each pupil tabulate the number of times the toothpick,
when dropped on the paper, lies on or across one of the
rulings.

If any part of the toothpick lies across a ruling, it is
to be counted as a success. If the toothpick lies
entirely between rulings, it is to be counted as a
failure.

Occasions when the toothpick does not fall on the paper
are not to be counted,

6. Tabulate the total number of ''successes". The ratio of
the number ,f successes to the number of trials will

2
equal -;,

A biologist investipatmg laws of bacterial growth and an
insurance actuary computing probability both use pi in their
work.

219
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AREA OF CIRCLES

To extend tne concept
of area to circles

220

area of a circle The area of a circle is the limit of the
areas of the inscribed regular polygons.

As the number of sides of the inscribed
regular polygon increases, the area of the
inscribed polygon increases and approaches
the area of the circle as a limit.

Th. The area of a circle is equal to the product of TT and the
square of the radius,

Corol. The areas of two circles have the same ratio as the
squares of their radii, the squares of their diameLers,
or the squares of their circumferences,

sector of a circle A sector of a circle is a 'region bounded
by two radii and their intercepted arc.

Corol. The area of a sector of a circle whose radius is r and
whose intercepted arc contains n degrees is determined
by the following formula;

Area of sector 131d.
:

n rr
2

36o

segment of a circle, A segment of a circle is a region bounded
by a chord and its intercepted arc, The
area of a segment can be found by sub-
tracting the area of a triangle from the
area of a sector.
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SUGGESTIONS

The area of segment ACB = area of sector AOBC minas area of

triangle A0B,
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Unit XIV - Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes (10 sessions)

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

PRISMS AND PYRAMIDS

To develop an under-
standing of area and
volume of prisms

To develop an under-
standing of area and
volume of pyramids

224

lateral area of a prism The lateral area of a prism is the sum
of the areas of the lateral faces.

total area of a prism The total area of a prism is the sum of
the lateral area and the areas of the bases.

Th. The lateral area of a prism is equal to the product of a
lateral edge and the perimeter of a right section.

L.A. ep, where e is the lateral edge and p is the
perimeter of the right section.

Corol. The lateral area of a right prism is equal to the
product of its altitude and the perimeter of its base.

unit of volume The unit of volume is the space enclosed by a
cube whose side is a unit of length.

If the unit of length is a foot, the unit of
volume is a cubic foot°

volume of a solid The volume of a solid is the number of units
of volume contained in the space enclosed by
the solid,

equal solids Equal solids are solids that are equal in volume.

Postulate: The volume of a rectangular solid equals the product
of its three dimensions,

V = abc, where a, bp and c are the dimensions.

Th. The volume of any prism is equal to the product of the
area of its base and its altitude

lateralE,reaofaamid Tne lateral area of a pyramid is
the sum of the areas of the lateral faces,

total area of a pyramid The total area of a pyramid is the
sum of the lateral area and the area of the base.

Th. The lateral area of a regular pyramid is equal to one-half
the product of the slant heJ.pht and the perimeter of its

base

L.A. = 2lp, 1 is the slant height and p is the
perimeter of the base.
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SUGGESTIONS

B

C

D

E

F

G (34 - 40)

(91 - 96, 99 -

108 selected
exercises)

(277 - 279)

(392 - 402)

(443 4449
563 - 564)

(519 - 521)

B (122 -- 137
selected
exercises)

C (277)

D (407 414)

E (444 445, 565
566 selected
exercises)

F (521 - 523,
inserts between

pp. 528-529)

A brief review of the vocabulary pertinent to prisms and
pyramids is advisable°
A list of vocabulary and propertdes of pyramids and prisms will he
found in Unit V.

A formula which may be used for findinE the total area of a
prism is

T_ A. = ep + 2B

Film: Surface Areas of Solids, Parts I and II (2 reels -
tc,t41 time :!. mAn.)

Cen:o 7(1.3catn-tI Films
Cen4:.ra1 3cientific Company

1700 Irving Park Road
Chicago 1.;, Illinois

Volumes of Cubes, Prisms and Cylinders (Color i5 min.)

Colburn Distl-ibutors, Inc.

r C. L'
, .

Lake Fcre,-,t, Illinois

Film: y2itl.naciscones and Spheres (Color - 15 min.)
Delta Film Production
7238 West Touhy Avenue
Chicago 48, Illinois

A formula which may be used for finding the total area of a
pyramid is:

T,A, , 7ir +
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Unit XIV - Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES
CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

CYLINDERS AND CONES

To develop an under-
standing of the
vocabulary involving
cylinders

Th. The lateral area of a frustum of a regular pyramid is equalto one-half the product of the slant height and the sum of
the perimeters of the bases.

/L.A. 1
= 1kp + p'), where 1 is the slant height and p and2

p' are the perimeters of the bases.

Th. If two solids are included between the same two parallel
planes and if any plane parallel to these planes makes
equal sections of the solids, the solids have equal
volumes. (This theorem is known as Cavalieri's Theorem.)

Postulate: Two pyramids having equal altitudes and equal bases
are equal.

Th. The volume of a triangular pyramid is equal to one-third
of the product of its base and altitude,

Carol. The volume of any pyramid is equal to one-third of the
product of its base and altitude.

1

*
V = 3Bh where B is the area of the base and h is

the altitude of the pyramid.

Th. The volume of the frustum of a pyramid is determined by theformula:

1
V =

3h(B + B' +,/11:B°), where h is the altitude and
B and B' are the areas of the
bases°

Th. The lateral areas or total areas of any two similar solids
are in the same ratio as the squares of any two corre-
sponding linear dimensions.

Th. The volumes of any two similar solids are in the same ratio
as the cubes of any two corresponding linear dimensions.

circular cylinder A circular cylinder is a cylinder whose bases
are equal circles which lie in parallel
planes,

axis of a cylinder The axis of a cylinder is the line segment
whose end points are the centers of the
bases°
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G (42 - 46)

B (85 - 88
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C (447 - 448)

D (269 - 270,

E (359 - 360)

404)

Unit XIV - Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes

SUGGESTIONS

Bonaventura Cavalieri (1598-1647) developed the proof of this

theorem.

The theorem concerning the volume of a triangular pyramid may be
proved formally as an exercise using models if available.

Since any pyramid can be divided into a whole number of trian -
gular pyramids, pie sum of the volumes of the triangular

3
pyramids equals 4-7h(B1 + B2 + B3 + 0 0 0 )0 where

B
1
+ B

2
+ B3 + equals B, the base of any pyramid.

The two theorems concerning similar solids are syntheses of a

number of theorems concerning particular types of solids.
It is suggested that the teacher provide pupils with a sufficient
number of exercises based on these theorems,

Cylinders and cones should be described informally rather than

defined,
The definition of cylinders and cones requires an understanding
of cylindrical and conical surfaces.
There, in turn, require an understanding of concepts such as
generatrix, directrix, ruled surface, and nappes.
Such concepts are not necessary to the successful completion

of this unit,
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TOPIC.? :j17: G;N:S,,TIVES

To develop an under-
standing of area and
volume of cylinders

22E'

ILCONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

altitude of a cylinder The altitude of a cylinder is the
length of a common perpendicular between the
planes of the bases.

right cylinder A right cylinder is a cylinder in which the
planes of the bases are perpendicular to the
axis.

oblique_alinder An oblique cylinder is a c7rlinder in which
the planes of the bases are not perpendicular
to the axis,

cylinder of revolution A .right circular cylinder is called a
cylinder of revolution because may
be formed by revolving a rec'Angle
about one of its sides as an :1.7is.

The axis and the altitude of a cylinder
of revolution are equal.

lateral area of a cylinder. The lateral area of a cylinder is
the area of the curved surfaced

total area of a cylinder The total area of a cylinder is the
sum of the lateral area and the area
of the bases.

Postulate. The lateral area of a cylinder is equal to the
product of the axis and the perimeter of a right
section.

L.A = ap, where a is the axis and p is the
perimeter of a right section of the

Corol. The lateral area of a cylinder of revolution is equal
to the product of the circumference of the base and the
altitude,

L.A. = Ca or L A, = 2nra

Th. The volume of a cylinder is equal to the product of the
area of its base and the altitude.

V . Bh or V = rr hp where r is the radius of the
base and h is the altitude.

I)

r
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SUGGESTIONS

F (524 - 525)

G (47 - 50)

A cylinder or cone may have any closed curve as a base,
Since the circle is the only closed curve studied in detail in
plane geometry, only circular cylinders and circular cones will
be discussed,

1 Use of the word cylinder implies circular cylinder unless
otherwise stated,

A circular cylinder may be thought of as a prism with a regular
polygon as its base and an infinite number of lateral faces.

B (92 - 110 Have pupils make a comparison between the formulas for area and
selected volume of cylinders and the formulas for the area and volume of
exercises) prisms. They are essentially the same,

C

D

E

selected
exercises)

F (525 - 526)

G (73 - 76) A formula which may be used for finding the total area of a
cylinder of revolution is:

T, A, = 2rTra + 2rrr2

or

T,A. = 2nr(a + r)

(447 - 448)

(404 - 406)

(561 - 563,
565 - 566
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Unit XIV - Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes

To develop an under-
standing of the
vocabulary involving
cones

To develop an under-
standing of the area
and volume of cones

CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

circular cone A circular cone is a cone whose base is a circle,

axis of a cone The axis of a cone is a line segment whose end
points are the vertex of the cone and the center
of the bast.

0
altitude of a cone The altitude of a cone is the perpendicular

distance from the vertex to the plane of the
base,

right cone A right cone is a cone whose axis is perpendicular
to the plane of the base°

oblique cone An oblique cone is a cone whose axis is not
perpendicular to the plane of the base,

cone of revolution A right circular cone is called a cone of
revolution because it may be formed by
revolving a right triangle about one of
its legs as an axis.

The axis and the altitude of a cone of
revolution are equal,

slant height of a cone of revolution The slant height of a
cone of revolution is a line segment whose
end points are the vertex of the cone and
any point in the circumference of the base.

lateral area of a cone The lateral area of a cone is the area
of the curved surface.

total area of a cone The total area of a cone is the sum of
the lateral area and the area of the
base.

Corol. The lateral area of a cone of revolution is equal to
one-half the product of the slant height and the
circumference of the base.

L.A. =
1

where 1 is the slant height

or

L.A. = rrrl, where r is the radius of the base.

171
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Unit XIV - Geometric Sc _ids - Areas and Volumes

SUGGESTIONS

Us_ e of the word cone im lies circular cone unless otherwise
stated.

A circular cone may be thought of as a pyramid with a regular
polygon for a base and an infinite number of lateral faces.

Have pupils make a comparison between the formulas for area and
volume of pyramids and the formulas for the area and volume of
cones.

They are essentially the same.

A formula which may be used for finding the total area of a
cone of revolution is

T.A. = nri + nr4

or

T.A. = r(1 + r)



Unit XIV - Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

SPHERES

To develop an under-
standing of area and
volume of spheres

232

CONCEPTS. VOCABULARY. SYMBOLISM

frustum of a cone The frustum of a cone is the part of a cone
included between the base and a plsne
parallel to the base.

Corol. The lateral area of the frustum of a cone of revolution
ie equal to onehalf the product of the slant height and
the sum of the circumferences of the bases.

L.A. mil(C + OIL where 1 is the slant height and C and
CI are the circumferences of the bases.

Corol. The volume of a cone is equal to one-third the product
of the area of the base and the altitude.

1 2
V in

3
-Th or V in -nr h

Cora. The volume of a frustum of a cone is determined by the
formula:

1
V s 3ho + B1 + where B and B' are the areas

of the bases.

Th. The area of a sphere is equal to the area of four great
circles.

S 211 4 .2 , where S is the area of the sphere and r is
the radius of the great circle.

The radius of a great circle is the same as the radius

of a sphere.

zone of a sphere The zone of a sphere is the portion of the
surface of the sphere included between two
parallel planes.

The circles that bound a zone are called the
bases of the zone.
The distance between the parallel planes is
called the altitude of the zone.
If one of the parallel planes is tangent to
the spheres the zone is called a zone of
one base or a dome.



Unit XIV - Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

A brief review of the vocabulary pertinent to spheres is
advisable.
A list of vocabulary and properties of spheres will be found
in Unit IX.

Altitude

Zone of a Sphere



Unit XIV - Geometric Solids - Areas and Volumes

TOPICS AND OBJ7CTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Corol. The area of a zone is equal to the product of its
altitude and the circumference of a great circle,

Z = 2rrrh, where r is the radius of the great circle
and h is the altitude of the zone,

Th. The volume of a sphere is determined by the fol]owing
formula:
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SUGGESTIONS
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Unit XV - Spherical Geomet

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

sessions

CONCEPTS, TOCABULARY, SYMBCLI SSM 1111
FIGURES ON A SPHERE

To develop an under-
standing of the
nature of spherical
distance

238

Postulate: The shortest distance between any two points in a
sphere is the minor arc of the great circle throlgn
these points.

spherical distance The spherical distance between two points
in a sphere i' the len7th of the minor arc
of a great circle joiniAg tne two points,

The measure of apherical distance may be
in linear units or in degrees

poles of a circle of a s here Tne poles of a circle o1
sphere are the intersections of the axis of the
circle and the surface of the sphere.

Set A all the points in the sphere
Set B all the points in the axis of a circle
An B ma two points called the poles of a elmte of a

sphere

polar distance of a circle of aLiatre The polar distance of a
circle of a sphere is the spherical distance from any
point in the circle to the nearer pole.

Quadrant A quadrant is an arc which is one-fourth of the
circumference of a great circle. The arc is 900.

Th. The spherical distances of all points in a circle of a
sphere from either pole of the circle, are equal.

Corol. On the same or equal spheres, equal circles have equal
polar distances.

Corol. The polar distance of a great circle is a qviadrant.

or
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Function. (452-456)

Unit XV - S herical Geomet

SUGGESTIONS

0' is a circle of sphere 0.
Line PP' is the axis of circle 0',
P and P' are the poles of circle 0'.

e's
PA and P- are the polar distances of circle 0'.

/"1
PA = PB



Unit XV - Spherical Geometry

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

To develop an under-
standing of the
nature of spherical
angles

To develop an under-
standing of the
nature of spherical
polygons

240

spherical angle A spherical angle is the union of two great
arcs with a common end point,

measure of a sphericaljngle The measure of a spherical angle
equal to the measure of the angle formed by the

union of two lines tangent to the arcs at their
common end. point.

Th. The measure of a spherical angle is equal to the measure
of the dihedral anFle formed by the planes of its sides.

The. The measure of a pherical anrele is equal to the measure
of the are: that It interepts on a ,:';ircle whose pole the
vertex of the spheri:al angle,

spherical alagon A spherical polygon is a ciosed figure in a'
sphere formed by minor arcs of great circles.

The arcs of the great circles are the sides of the
The end point of the arcs are the vertices of the
The diagonal of a spherical polygon is an arc of a
circle joining two nomonsecative vertices,
The angles of the polygon are the spherical angles
by the sides of the polygon.

polygon.
polygon.
great

formed

All spherical polygons are to be considered as convex unless
otherwise stal.edo
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B (174 - 175)

G (60 - 61)

Henderson, K. B.,
Pingry, R. E.,
Robinson, G. A. Modern
Geometry, Its
Structure and
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Schacht, J. F.,

McLennan, R. C., and
Griswold, A. L.
Contemporary Geometry.
778157)

B (175 - 180)
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LAPB is a spherical angle.
WV is tangent to the plane of arc AP at P.
RS is tangent to the plane of arc BP at P.
The measure of spherical angle APB is defined
as the measure of gPS.
The measure of spherical angle APB is equal in
degrees to the measure of dihedral angle A-OP-B.
The measure of spherical angle APB is equal in
degrees to the measure of A8.

Note: Spherical angles are adjacent, vertical, supplementary,
complementary, obtuse, or acute under the same
conditions as plane angles.

Two great circle arcs are perpendicular if they form
a spherical right angle.

A review of the properties and theorems pertaining to
polyhedral angles should be integrated with the study of
spherical polygons. The review material will be found in
Units V and VI. Pupils should be able to discover the
similarities between polyhedral angles and spherical polygons.
These similarities will aid in the understanding of spherical
polygons.
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Unit XV - Spherical Geometry

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES CONCEPTS, VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

To develop an under-
standing of the nature
of polar triangles

242

If the vertices of a spherical polygon are joined to the

center of the sphere, a polyhedral angle whose vertex is the
center of the sphere is formed.

The measure in degrees of a side of a spherical polygon
equals the measure of the corresponding face angle of the
polyhedral angle°

The measure in degrees of an angle of a spherical polygon
equals the measure of the corresponding dihedral angle of
the polyhedral angle°

spherical triangle A spherical triangle is a spherical polygon
of three sides.

Th. The sum of two sides of a spherical triangle is greater
than the third side°

Th. The sum of the sides of a spherical polygon < 360°.

polar triangle If the vertices of one spherical triangle are
the poles of the sides of another spherical
triangle, the second triangle is the polar
triangle of the first triangle.

The spherical distance from any vertex in a
spherical triangle to the side opposite in the
polar triangle is a quadrant.

Th. If one spherical triangle is the polar triangle of another,
then the second triangle is the polar triangle of the
first°

supplementer and arcs A spherical
angle and an arc of a great circle are complementary
or supplementary if their sum is 90° or 180°,
respectively°
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B (180 - 184)
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0 is the center of the sphere.
ABCD is a spherical polygon.
The measure of side AD is equal in
measure of LAOD0
The measure of spherical angle ADC
to the measure of dihedral angle A.

degrees to the

is equal in degrees

Note: Spherical triangles are isosceles, equilateral, equi-
angular, right, or obtuse in the same sense as triangles
in plane geometry, The words median, altitude, and
bisector of an angle have the same relative meaning. All
spherical polygons have sides which are minor arcs of
great circles.

Pupils often have difficulty in grasping the concept of polar
triangles. An alternate and perhaps easier method of locating
the polar triangle of a spherical triangle is as follows:

1. Begin with the sides of the spherical triangle.
2. Locate the poles of the great circles of which the

three sides are arcs.
30 Connect the poles with arcs of great circles.
4. A polar triangle is formed.

A'

A

CI

ABC and ,L A'B'C' are
spherical triangles. Each
is the polar triangle of
the other.

243
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Unit XV - Spherical Geomet

CONCEPTSQ VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISMTOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

AREA OF SPHERICAL
POLYGONS

To develop an under-
standing of the method
of measuring the area
of spherical polygons

244

Th. In two polar triangles, each angle of one triangle is the
supplement of the opposite side of the other.

Th. The sum of the angles of a spherical triangle > 180° but

< 540°0

Corol. A spherical triangle may have one, two, or three right
angles.

right spherical tLviwzLe A right spherical triangle is one
that has at least one right angle.

IkulaiatzbixectaricaltrAarizlt A birectangular spherical
triangle has two right angles.

trirectanulaiLm.itc.aLtzlangle A trirectangular spherical
triangle has three right angles.

Corol. A spherical triangle may have one, two, or three
obtuse angles,

spherical degree A spherical degree is the area of a birectan-
gular spherical triangle whose third angle
is one degree.

p_2.1.,amps.shericalexcessofile The spherical excess
of a spherical triangle is the difference
between the sum of the angles of the triangle
and 180°.

spherical excess of a spherical polygon The spherical excess
of a spherical polygon is the difference
between the sum of the angles of the spherical
polygon and the sum of the angles of a plane
polygon with the same number of sides.

Th. The area of a sphere equals 720 spherical degrees.

Th. The area of a spherical triangle in spherical degrees equals
its spherical excess.

Corol. The area of a spherical polygon equals its spherical
excess.



Unit XV - Spherical Geometry

REFERENCES SUGGESTIONS

B (193 - 204,
selected
exercises)

G (93 - 95)

Schacht, J. F.,
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Contem orar Geometr
482-486

This theorem may be proved as

This theorem may be proved

an exercise,

as an exercise.

The area of spherical triangle PAB is equal to one spherical
degree°
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On it XV Spneri:al Geometry

TOPICS AND OBJECTIVES

(OPTIONAL)
VOLUMES OF SPHERICAL
SOLIDJ

Te develop an under-
standing of the nature
of certain spherical
solids

To develop an under-
standing of the method

of determining the
volume of certain
spherical solids

24.6

CONCEPTS VOCABULARY, SYMBOLISM

Lune A lune is the sLrface of a sphere bounded by two rreht

semicircles,

Th. The number of spherical degrees in a lune equals twice the

number of degrees in its angle,

spherical solid A spherical solid is a solid whose base it- a

pc.rticn of the surface of a sphere. The solid

is formed by connecting every point, in the

perimeter of the base to the center or !%:()

sphere.,

spherical pyramid A 2pherical pyramid is a spherical solid

whose base is a spherical polygon,

spherical cone A spherical cone is a spherical whose

base is a dome,

spherical sector A spherical sector is a spherical solid whose

base is a zone,

spherical wedge A spherical wedge is a spherical solid whose

base is a lune.

Tho The volume of any spherical solid is equal to one tharri the

product of the area of the base measured n square units

and the rldius of the sphere,

V =
1 where S is the area of the base and r is

th,3 rad::10 of the spheres
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I /11.1111.,

PAI"B is a lune.

B (162 - 163)

B (163)

0

---

Spherical Pyramid Ccne

Spherical Sector

.//

Spherilal Wedge

Note: The volume of a sphere can be derived directly from this
theorem. If the base of the spherical solid is the
entire surface of the sphere, then S 4rrr

V = 7(141-ir
2

r )

V 3rrr3

or
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FIND THE FALLACY

The following is a fallacious proof"'- namely, a rigftt angle is cq.,p,1 to LnFI,
than a right angle:

Given: Rectangle ABCD
AE = AB
HJ j_ bisector of CB and DA
K 1, bisector of CE

To prove: LJDC =I LJAE

Plan: H is the midpoint of BC. At H, draw a line 1 1.o CB.. This line will also
be the bisector of AD and intersect AD at J. Now from A draw line AE
outside the rectangle but equal in length to AB and CD, Draw line CE.
At K, midpoint of CE, draw a line 1, to CE. Extend HJ and the 1 line through
K to meet at 0. Draw OA, OD, OB, OC, and 0E.

Statements Reasons

1. OE= OC

2. OA = OD
3. AE = CD
4.O D C L O A EA
5. LODC = LOAE
6. LODA = LOAD

7. .% LJDC = LJAE

BUT, LJDC is a right angle, and 2:JAE i

1. OK is bisector of CE, Lines
drawn from a point on the ][...

bisector of a line to the
extremities of the line are equal,

2. Same reason as No, 1
3. So drawn
4. s.-ss

5. Cup,c.t,e.
6. OA = OD, and base angles at the

foot of an isosceles triangle
are equal.

7, Subtraction axiom

greater than a right angle:



FIND THE FALLACY

Proposition: The sum of the bases of a trapezoid is equal to zero

Given: Trapezoid MNPR, the lengths of whose bases shall be called a and b.
To prove: a + b = 0

a

Plan: Extend each base the length of :he
other and in opposite directions,
Figure MSPT is a paralleloeam, since
SP = MT and SPIT MT. Draw diagonals
ST and MP. These diagonals divide the
diagonal RN of the original trapezoid /

into three parts whose lengths will be
called x, y, and t. (Fig. #1)

/

4MM ww

a

Prof. Two pairs of similar triangles are formed

(Fig. #2)

R b
III110 CONS. 001. T

R b

In both pairs of triangles -

Ll = /2 ...Vertical angles are equal.
L4 ...If two parallel lines

are cut by a trans-
versal, alternate
interior angles are
equal.

3. The triangles are
similar a. a, - a. a.

/

(iPig. #3)

a N

4. In Figure #2, 7-4a = ba If two triangles are similar, the corre-
sponding sides are in proportion.

If two triangles are similar, the corre-
sponding sides are in proportion.

5. In Figure #3, EIta b
z a

6. From (4), y + z = x(g)

7. From (5), x Y = z(g)

Multiplication axiom

Multiplication axiom

8. Subtracting (5) from (4), z x = (x z)(17) Subtraction axiom

9. Multiplying (8) by (-1), x - z = (x z)(1) Multiplication axiom

10. Dividing by (x - z), 1 = (1) Division axiom

11. Hence, from (10), a = -b; therefore, a + b 0. Q.E.D.
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Solution for Fallacy: The sum of the bases of a trapezoid is equal to zero.

Since RT = NP and RTI1NP, RTNP is a paralleicFram
RN and serments x, y, and z are a" paralle t -; PT

Consider d MPT:

Since z is parallel to PT,
similar trianFles are formed,

E z
Hence E gr

Now 7,cnsider A. 3FT:

Since x is parallel to PT,
similar triangles are formed.

Hence = pr

S a-
iMM.M711111108,71

From these two proportions, it is seen that x z.

Therefore, x - z 0. The fallacy occurs in step (10), as division by zero is

impossible.
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TOPICS AND PROJECTS FOR INDIVIDUAL ENRICHMENT
IN

PLANE AND SOLID GEOMETRY

Pupils should be able to do mathematics projects in plane and solid geometry.
There are many reasons which can be advanced in favor of mathematics projects.

They develop independent thinking and self-reliance in the pupils.
They challenge the intellect and encourage gifted pupils to do outstanding
work.

They inspire pupils to study phases of mathematics not normally covered in the
regular course.

In general, projects should take the form of a modal, a display or collection, an
experiment, or an original piece of work. A new idea, an ingenious application of an
old principle, or an unusual and attractive display of some advanced concept--all are
high' desirable.

The best projects are those that grow out of the interests of the pupils. While the
teacher may guide or suggest, the selection of the project should be determined "*
the
The teacher should insist on projects of high quality.

The criteria for judging mathematics projects, as suggested by Science Services, is
as follows:

CREATIVE ABILITY - 30%

SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT - 30%

THOROUGHNESS - 10%

SKILL - 10%

CLARITY - 10%

Does the work show originality in its
approach?
Judge originality without regard to
the expense of the equipment purchased
or borrowed..

Give weight to clever use of material
and to collections if they serve a
purpose.

Is the project well organized?
Is it accurate?

How completely is the story told?
It is not essential that stepby-
step details about the construction
of the model be given.

Is the workmanship good?
Is the exhibit more attractive than
others of the same nature?

Will the average person understand
what is being displayed?
Are all labels and other descriptions
clearly presented?
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,vmomfewetowilimeo ANINNIMMINOMMINIIIIMIIM114=1.

aAL Ie the ors..1 present: of the
projec't to the clasp clear, well-
ol'ganized, and understandable?
Did the oral presentation awaken
the interest of the class?

It is reconre-: the teacher schedule the nro:!ects to be demonstrate c-er an
exted . of

Prranrf,ment can le cfferr tc nurilF to thoir
proct: er-,
However, once a due date is given, should be adhered to strictly,

The teacher should have available a wide selection of ideas and suggestions for projects.
Wherever possible, source material in the form of books and pamphlets should be made
available to the pupils.
Below .17 a Lic,t of L-..7:ested toni:ys for -pupil Man-,- of th ';opics are r!....neral
in nattre Inc, 3pecialization within a to7io,
The ino3mplete and pupils should feel free to choose any :J.ppropriate
topi 7,-,r a p.rojc,(:t

It ,uggest(Ja that the teacher approve all choices of projects made by pupils before
the work is begun.

Referenr,es for topics and pro,-et7ts for pupil study will be found in the Bibliography
section,

Cutting squares
A itillte pecomo4:7

Three' dimensional dominoes

Duality in points and lines
Geometry of the catenary and tractrix
DeJargue's theorem (both two- and three-d4imensional)
Mathematics of crystals
Eratorr07'n.lasurFrrent of ti ,7! circuroferen7e of 4-.11r. f4art,h

Model of (a + 1.)1

Tanprams
Op':ical illusions
Triangle of progressions
The crip-nal postulates of Euclid

anc! t.'o point per.zpective

Geometry of bubbles and liquid film
geometry

Snell 5 and geometric spirals
Map coring (the four-color problem)
Topology

Mca31)::.:!mn:, of the distance to the moon by simple , -metry
Pra7n14-.1ve r-epmetr7 taken from the Indians

-:'ernr--t;Ition of surer nerfezt, numbe r s

6olia$
The -pnereJm:Aer
Piatoni,
The sextant
Tr.e T'ow i Brhma.
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Proof of Euler's Theorem
The geometry of knots
Feurbach's theorem
The trisection of an angle, duplication of a cube
The conic sections
Menelaus's theorem
Ceva's theorem
Geometric fallacies
Brocard points used in aviation
Non-Euclidean geometry
Geometry of the sundial
Surveying
Macheronian geometry
Halstead's rational geometry
Archimedian polyhedra
Complex polyhedra
Duality of polyhedra
Centroids
Geometric paradoxes
Hyperboloid of one sheet
Hyperbolic paraboloid
Spheroids, cylindroids, conoids, and ellipsoids
Carve stitching
Cycloids

Different proofs of the Pythagorean theorem
The golden section
The study of pi
Linkages
Geometric foundations of the theory of relativity
Locus in space
Unusual locus problems
Fourth-dimensional geometry
Flatland
Probability
Geometry in aeronautics
Geometry in astronomy
Geometry in architecture
Geometry in engineering
Geometry in the home
Geometry in art
Geometry in automobile designing
Navigation and navigational instruments
Geometry of the slide rule
Vector geometry
Geometry of the infinite
The Fibonacci series
The Simson line
Paper folding

Construction of the pyramids of Egypt
Symmetry
Symmetry in nature

-
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Mechanical models and teaching aids
Geometric inequalities
Geometric transformations
Space geometries
General quadric or ruled surfaces
Conics as a project
Conics as a locus
Map projections
Descriptive geometry
Lissajous' Curves

.1099 ,,r69r'''..111'',4,eeto'Yee- -.1e-,
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GLOSSARY

acute
- angle
- triangle

adjacent
- angles
- segments

alternate
exterior angles
interior angles

altitude
angle
apothem
arc
area

of a circle
a parallelogram

of a rectangle
- of a regular polygon

:A' a rhombus

- of 9. sector

- of a segment
of a square

- of a trapezoid
of a triangle

auxiliary lines
axiom
axis of a circle of a sphere
axis of a cone
axis of a cylinder

base angles
base

of an isosceles triangle
- of a trapezoid
- of a triangle

basi,ss

of a frustum of a pyramid
- of a truncated pyramid

betweenness
of planes

- of points
of rays

birectangular spherical triangle
bisect
bisector
bisector

of an angle
of a dihedral angle
of a line segment

broken line

- C-

Cavalieri's Theorem
center of a regular polygon
central angles of a regular polygon
centroid
chord
circle

cone
- cylinder

circumcenter
circumference of a circle
circumscribed

circle
polygon

closed broken line
collinear points
.sommon tangent

complement,

complementary angles
concave polygon
concentric
- circles
- spheres

conclusion
concurrent lines
cone
cone of revolution
congruent

poygons
criangles

conic sections
construction
contrapositive
converse
convex

polygon
polyhedron

coordinate
coplanar
corollary
correspcAdirg angles
cube

cy]...ider of revolution

D-

decagon
deductive reasoning
defined terms
definition
determine
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diagonal
diameter

of a circle
- of a sphere

dihedral angle
disjoint set
distinct points
dodecagon
dodecahedron
dome
drawing
x

A, y

-E-

element
ellipse

Set

0.. _

- circles
poi,,gons

syLids
sph3res

equiangular polygon
equiangular triangle
equila'c,eral polygon

equilateral triangle
equation

of a circle
- of a line

Euler's Theorem
exterior angles
exterior of a circle
exterior of a triangle
externally tangent
extremes

-F-

face

face angle
face of a dihedral angle
finite set
frustum
- of a cone
- of a pyramid

geometry
great circle
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H

half-line
half-plane
half space
hemisphere
heptagon
heptadecagon
Hero's formula
hexagon
hexagonal prism
hexahedron
hyperbola
hypotenuse
hypothesis

icosanedron
if-then statement
implication
incenter
indirect reasoning
inductive reascning
inequalities

of the same order
of the opposite order

infinite set
inscribed
- angle
- circle
- polygon

intercepted arc
interior angles
interior

of an angle
of a circle
of a polygon

- of a solid
of a triangle

internally tangent
intersection
- of loci
- of sets

inverse
isosceles
- trapezoid

triangle

L.

lateral area
of a cone

- of a cylinder



of a frustum of a cone
- of a frustum of a pyramid
- of a prism
- of a pyramid

lateral edge
lateral face
legs

- of an isosceles triangle
- of a r.ght triangle

length of a line segment
limit
line
line of centers
line segment
locus
lune

major arc
means
measure
- of an angle
- of a dihedral angle
- of a line segment
- of a surface

median
- of a trapezoid
- of a triangle

member of a set
midpoint of a line segment
minor arc

-N-

n-gon
nappes
non - Euclidean geometry

nonagon
null set

-0-

oblique
- cone
- cylinder
- prism

obtuse
- angle
- triangle

octagon

octagonal prism
octahedron
cippoidte rays

ortho:enter

..P

parabola
parallel

lines
planes

parallelepiped
parallelogram
pentadecagon
pentagon
per

perpendicular
-roes

- planes

perspective drawing
Pi (T'
plane

plane angle of a dihedral angle
Plat.:7nt_c solids

point
po.Lar

distance
triangle

poles of a circle of a sphere
polygon
polyhedral angle
polyhedron
postulate
prism
prismatoid
projection
proportion

proportional line segments
proposition
psaudospnere
pyr6za.a

Pythagorean Theorem

qAadrangular prism
quadrant

.1.n coordinate geometry
of a sphere

quadrilateral



radius
of a circle

- of a regular polygon
- of a sphere

ratio
ray
rectangle
rectangular

- prism
- parallelepiped

reflex angle
regular

polygon
polyhedron

- prism
- pyramid

rhombicosidodecahedron
rhonDs
righ
- angle
- cone

cylfnder
- parallelepiped

prism
- section

spherical triangle
right
- trapezoid

triangle
rise
run

scalene triangletriangle
secant
section of a solid
sector of a circle
segment of a circle
semicircle
set
side
- of a polygon
- of a triangle

similar polygons
slant height

of a cone of revolution
- of a regular pyramid

slope of a line
small circle

264

space
sphere
spherical

angle
- cone
- degree
- distance
- excess

polygon
- pyramid
- sector

solid
triangle
wedge

square
square

- pyramid
- root

straight
angle
line

subset
supplement
supplementary angles
syllogism

-T-

tangent
tangent
- circles
- spheres

tetrahedron
theorem
total area

of a cone
- of a cylinder
- of a prism

of a pyramid
- of a sphere

transversal
trapezium
trapezoid
triangle
triangular

prism
pyramid

trirectangular spherical triangle
truncated pyramid



undefined terms
unequal arcs
union of sets
unit

of area
- of volume

universal set

-V-

vertex
vertex angles
vertices of a polygon
volume of a solid

-X-

x-axis
xcoordinate
x- intercept

-Y-

y-axis
y-coordinate
y-- intercept

-Z-

zone
-" of a sphere
- of one base ad+
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